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Monte Carlo Simulation of Magnetic Semiconducting
Superlattices

Chapter 1

Introduction

As the Information Age hurtles forward, it demands an ever-increasing

level of technology. Indeed, all components of the computer are forced to become

smaller and faster. This increase places a large emphasis on the study of the

materials used to construct these devices.

One area of considerable recent interest is the field of "spintronics" or

magnetoelectronics. [1,2,3] Spintronics has already contributed much to the world

of technologyread/write heads employ the phenomenon of giant

magnetoresistance (GMR) to increase both the capacity and speed of hard drives.

Other advances with catchy names like "colossal", "supercolossal", or "ballistic"

magnetoresistance have shown promise to further these developments. [4] Indeed,

the development of magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM) has caused substantial

excitement in the computer world. [5,6] Of course, as these technologies are

developed, they uncover new problems that must be solved and new questions that

must be answered. Of primary importance among these problems and questions is

the development of materials suitable for use in these devices.

Originally, magnetoelectronics focused primarily on metals. For instance,

in a typical read/write head two ferromagnetic metal layers are sandwiched around

a non-magnetic layer. It is hoped that new materials will be discovered that will

allow for faster read/write time, more dense information storage, and permanent
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storage of information. Presently, much research has been conducted in the area of

magnetic semiconductors. On area that shows some promise for development of

spintronic devices is that of superlattices of alternating magnetic and nonmagnetic

layers of semiconductors. Some difficulty with magnetic semiconductors arises

because of the dearth of ferromagnetic materials. Recent work with dilute

magnetic semiconductors such as GaMnAs [7] has led to new possibilities in this

area. Many problems, however, remain to be solved before these or similar

materials can be used for spintronic devices.

While experimental work has and is being done with these materials, there

exists a great need to bridge the gaps between theory and practice. A pivotal

method for this is the implementation of numeric simulation of magnetic

semiconductors. By performing simulations, the researcher is allowed much

greater latitude for both theory and practice. Rather than being restricted by the

physical limitations or dimensions of a particular sample, he can easily alter the

characteristics of a material. Similarly, he can change environmental parameters

such as temperature and external field in a systematic and controlled method.

Also, he can gain considerable insight on the model itself by adjusting the method

by which he performs his simulation. While computational physics cannot and

should not replace traditional experimental or theoretical work in the field, it is an

important component of modern physical research. Each of these three fields

supports the others and helps gain a better understanding of nature and is laws.

Computational methods are particularly apropos for studies in magnetism

for several reasons. Magnetism of materials is not always easy to view



experimentally. Traditionally, neutron scattering has been used to study the

phenomenon [8], but this is not a readily accessible method of study. Sites with

the ability to produce neutrons suitable for these studies are both expensive and

limited. There are currently five North American sources for thermal neutrons,

compared to roughly 30 thermal neutron sources in Europe. In addition to this,

there is currently only one North American source of cold neutrons (NIST Center

for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, Maryland)*. Cost and other concerns have

discouraged construction of additional neutron sources. The fact that magnetism

in materials arises from spin, not charge, makes magnetic properties much more

difficult to observe than electronic or structural properties. Traditional methods

such as X-Ray diffraction and Raman scattering tell us much about electronic and

structural properties, but reveal little regarding magnetic properties. In a numeric

simulation, though, these concerns are minimized. These properties can be

explicitly observed and coded directly into the simulation. Furthermore, since the

researcher has direct access to all information regarding the system, other

characteristics can be measured as well. For instance, if the researcher wishes to

observe in detail the behavior of only certain regions of atoms within the material,

he simply records their characteristics throughout the simulation. This is

impractical in experimental work.

Numeric modeling has shown its efficacy in dealing with bulk systems.

Since a simulation allows the researcher to change parameters independently from

other conditions, he is able to gain a clearer picture of behavior of the material.

*

Thermal neutrons typically have energy of roughly 50 meV, which corresponds to a wavelength
of 1 .3 A. Cold neutrons at NIST Center for Neutron Research have an energy of approximately 5
meV which corresponds to a wavelength of 4A.
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This work addresses studies done on europium telluride systems with modified

coupling constants. These results offer an alternate explanation to experimental

studies performed by Goncharenko and Mirabeau [9,10].

Another issue that computational studies can answer better than traditional

experimentation is the alignment temperature of the layers in magnetic

semiconducting superlattices. The alignment temperature apparently coincides

with the temperature at which the layers themselves undergo a phase transition to a

magnetically ordered state. Whether this is purely coincidence or a necessary

characteristic of these systems is unclear. By creating an appropriate model, we

may answer this question. This work proposes a numeric model for interaction

between layers and a method of calculating the short range interlayer ordering that

result from these interactions.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Studies of Bulk Materials

All good computational models should predict results that match physical

reality. However, many of these problems are studied computationally precisely

because they cannot be tested physically! Systems may be too large as is the case

in modeling astronomical phenomena such as colliding galaxies, too complex as in

weather and climate simulations, too short or long lived to measure, or merely too

difficult to reproduce physically.

The very nature of numeric modeling leads to and inherent contradiction;

in order for a model to be reliable, it must be tested against a physical system, yet

the model is employed precisely because the system cannot be easily tested or

studied with physical methods. While this contradiction seems limiting, it is not as

dire as it appears. The system of choice may not be available to compare directly,

but a similar system may be available for comparison. For instance, it may not be

plausible to compare future weather patterns to a model, but it is certainly

legitimate to "model" present conditions based on data supplied from the past.

While this may not prove the efficacy of a model, it is an attempt to discredit a

model. If the model works reliably for a known case, it is much more reliable for

description of the system in question.

In modeling magnetic materials, there is much that can be verified

experimentally and compared to numeric models. Comparisons with these cases



are favorable and methods described in this chapter model actual conditions

reasonably. Of particular interest is the description of bulk materials.

Mean Field Theory

One important method of modeling magnetic materials is "mean field

theory" or "molecular field theory"(MFT). MFT is not a new theory. It was

postulated nearly 100 years ago, and much of the rationale for its implementation

is seen as outdated. Nevertheless, it is still used extensively to describe the

behavior of magnetic systems. MFT models magnetic behavior by determining an

effective field for each site within a material based on the bulk magnetization of

that material. An excellent explanation of MFT is given by Smart [11]. Without

mean field theory or other similar model, the study of materials devolves to many

bodied problems with no analytic solution. For example, consider a system with

the Hamiltonian (H):

H =}12HJS1W
iHj

2.1

Where S1 and S are spin vectors for atoms within the lattice and J, is a coupling

constant specific to the relative locations of spins i andj. Mean field theory offers

a solution to this problem by first looking at the Hamiltonian at a specific site

rather than the entire lattice. Thus, the Flamiltonian of the entire system becomes

Htotai = HIT1 2.2
)

where H3 is the Hamiltonian at a sitej.
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MFT was first developed in 1907 by Pierre Weiss [12] as a method for

solving the above many-bodied equation. In his theory he proposed that the field

inside a magnetic sample was made up of two components: the applied field H0

and an effective field HE. He further assumed that the effective field had the form:

'E yM 2.3

where y is a constant referred to as the molecular field coefficient and M is the

magnetization of the sample. A single atom in the lattice then has the Hamiltonian

H=H2JS1H
j.Neighbors

2.4

While this sum is technically over all neighbors, most practical simulations limit

the neighbors contributing to this Hamiltonian to "relevant" neighbors. This is

easily justified by considering the interactions involved in equation 2.4. With the

exception of some metals in which exchange interactions can be over a long range,

the exchange interaction is spatially limited and dies off quickly with distance. As

a result, calculations of the Hamiltonian of individual atoms usually truncate

equation 2.4 to either nearest neighbors or neighbors within a specified distance.

MFT then assumes the interaction between neighbors can be viewed as an

effective field seen by the atom at site i. Thus the Hamiltonian for a single atom i

becomes:

= I3gf31 1"E 2.5

where

"E 2.6
gf3 j=Nhbors
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and is the Bohr magneton and g is the Landé factor. It should be noted that in

equation 2.4 and 2.6 the exchange coefficient, J1, is written simply as J because

only nearest neighbor interactions are considered and the system is considered to

be isotropic. If anisotropy is introduced, the exchange coefficient is no longer

constant and must be considered inside the sum as in equation 2.1.

MFT next makes the Weiss approximation: namely that S is replaced by

the average spin (), which can be written as a function of the total

magnetization of the system:

M=Ng/3(S1) 2.7

By substitution then,

"E
2zJ

2.8
gf3 \ I

Ng2f32

where z is the number of neighbors considered. MFT is that able to predict such

phenomenal as spontaneous magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, and magnetic

specific heat.

While MFT is able to make qualitative descriptions of systems, it is not

perfect. Quantitatively it is not necessarily accurate. For example, MFT predicts

magnetization in the absence of an external field at temperatures near T to be

proportional to (T-T)"2 while experimentally it has been shown[3] to be

proportional to (T-T)"3.

One of the flaws in MFT is the use of the average spin in place of the

actual spin at a lattice site as in Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8. This does not allow

for ordered structures such as spin waves, and on a more local scale, does not



easily model short range phenomena such as clustering. For a more complete view

of magnetic materials, one must step away from MFT and move to a more

sophisticated approach. Numeric simulations allow one to apply some of the ideas

behind MFT, yet step beyond the analytic limitations it imposes.

The Metropolis Algorithm

The Metropolis algorithm was developed in the late 1940's by Metropolis,

Rosenblum, Rosenblum, Teller, and Teller[ 13]. It is an attempt to use the rules of

statistical mechanics in conjunction with principles of monte carlo simulation to

mimic the equilibrium behavior of many body systems. As such, discussion of the

Metropolis algorithm begins with a mention of the detailed balance condition from

statistical mechanics which states that at equilibrium a two state system should

have just as many particles moving from state A to state B as moving from state B

to state A. In other words:

P(A)T/(A B)= P(B)V(B A) 2.9

where P(x) is the probability of finding a particular particle in state x and W(A_B)

is the probability that the particle moves from state A to state B. Furthermore,

these probabilities (P(x)) are known to have equilibrium values

1 (x)
P(x) = exp--

Z _kBT_
2.10

where Z is the partition function, 11(x) the enrgy of the system in state x, kB is

Boltzman' s constant and T is the temperature of the sample. Thus the detailed

balance equation can be rearranged to give
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W(AB) ---'-= exp----W(BA) kBT:
2.11

where AE is the change in energy between two states. Furthermore, let us

arbitrarily assume that given A is the lower energy state of A and B. Also, to

simp1ifi the ratio in 2.11, we will assume that transitions to lower energy states are

always accepted. The probability that a system will then change to a specific state

with a higher energy may then be written as

E-W(A.B)=exp------
kBT_

2.12

As in MFT, implicit in any simulation is a method of calculating the energy

at a specific site. Contrary to MFT, our numeric simulations do not assume that

the effective field a site experienced could be approximated by assigning average

values of spin based on bulk magnetization to neighboring sites for calculation of

the Hamiltonian. Rather, the Hamiltonian was calculated explicitly from the actual

values of neighboring spins:

H1=FQJS1H H1
jNeighbors

2.4

Thus, it becomes relatively simple to statistically model the behavior of a many

particle system given a Hamiltonian. The Metropolis algorithm employs the above

statistical rules in the following manner [14, 15]:

1. A site within the lattice is chosen (either randomly or in an ordered matter).
The energy is calculated at that site according to the formula

H1=H2JS1H

fNeighbors

2. A test spin is generated randomly. The test energy of that site is calculated
using the same formula in (1), but replacing Si with Stest.

3. The two energies are compared:
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a. If < E1, replace S1 with
b. If E < replace Si with Stest as follows:

i. Generate random number [0,1]
ii. If r < exp(-(Etest- E1)/kBT), replace S with Stest, else make no

change.
4. Repeat this process for another site.

The process is repeated many times for each site in the lattice allowing the system

to come to thermal equilibrium. Typically the system is allowed to perform a large

number of "dry cycles" in which the spins are allowed to come to thermal

equilibrium but no information regarding the degree of ordering in the system is

recorded. Upon completion of the dry cycles, the system is allowed to step

through many cycles of the Metropolis algorithm and information on the state of

the lattice at the completion of the cycle is recorded. A statistical average of the

desired characteristic may be obtained from these results.

Case Study: Antiferromagnetism in an FCC Lattice

The original formulation of MFT was unfortunately, unable to explain one

basic property of magnetic materials: antiferromagnetism in an FCC lattice. The

inclusion of geometric frustration in these systems precludes all bonds from being

energetically satisfied [16] To understand antiferromagnetic behavior at this level,

one must introduce at least one more term to the Hamiltonian. While specific

materials exist that do exhibit antiferromagnetism purely due to nearest neighbor

(NN) interactions, most antiferromagnetism requires the consideration of

neighbors beyond NIN. In addition to the NN terms, we will add terms for next

nearest neighbors(NNN) to the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian used to model the

system then becomes
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i=i ;: J11+ JJ2Sk 2.13
earest k= ext

eighbors Nearest
Neighbors

For an FCC structure, each site has 12 nearest neighbors and 6 next nearest

neighbors that must be considered (figure 2.1). The relative signs and magnitudes

of J1 and J2 then determine the lowest energy configuration of these neighbors (see

figures 2.2 and 2.3). For instance, consider the case where J1 and J2 are both

positive. In this case, if is ferromagnetically aligned with all of its neighbors,

i.e. parallel, the energy at the site will be

=-2(12J1+6J2) 2.14

This is the lowest possible energy for this ratio of J1/J2. It can easily be seen,

however that this alignment will not be energetically favored for other ratios of

Ji/J2. Consider, for example the case where J2 = -3J1. In this case, ferromagnetic

alignment would give an energy of

E = -2(12J1 + 6J2) = -2(12J1 -18J1) = 12J1 2.15

One can easily develop an arrangement of spins with a lower energy than the

ferromagnetic alignment. Consider the possibility of layers of alternating polarity.

That is, each [111] plane contains spins that are antiparallel to the spins in the

adjacent [1111 planes. (see diagram 2.1) The resulting energy then becomes:

E1 = -2(4J1 8J1 + 4J2 2J2) = -2(4J1 - 8J1 +1 2J1 - 6J1) = -4J1 2.16

In fact, there are 4 types of energetically favored alignments for FCC systems with

both NN and NNN interactions (see figure 3.1). Which alignment is preferred is

entirely a function of the ratio J1/J2 [17, 18]. Figure 3.2 gives a phase diagram for
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these possible states. The three antiferromagnetic possibilities have a common

characteristic; they have no net magnetic moment, thus the term antiferromagnetic.

Though they possess no magnetization, they are still obviously ordered. Numeric

calculation of this order parameter is no longer trivial.
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Figure 2.1 NN and NNN for an FCC type II antiferromagnet. Red spheres are NN
to white central atom and blue spheres are NNN. Adjacent [11 1J planes have been
separated for easier visualization.



J2
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Figure 2.2
Phase Diagram of FCC material. Four types of magnetic ordering are possible: a
ferromagnetic phase and 3 varieties of antiferromagnetic ordering. The values of
J1 and J2 determine the type of ordering present. The phases described are plotted
as functions of Ji (x axis) and J2 (y axis)
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Figure 2.3
Antiferromagnetic structures for FCC lattice.
a) Type I AFM b) Type II AFM c) Type III AFM
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In the ferromagnetic case, magnetization is the order parameter and can be

calculated simply with

M =
N

2.17

where N is the number of sites in the lattice. This will obviously not work for an

antiferromagnetic case! The result would invariably give zero. Calculation of the

order parameter requires an adjusted method.

To properly calculate the order parameter, knowledge of the type of

ordering present is required. For numeric simulation this poses no problem as

and J2 are explicitly chosen in the simulation. The phase diagram in figure 3.1 can

simply be consulted for a choice of J1/J2 and the appropriate ordering type assigned

to the analysis portion of the program. The following method is appropriate for

examining type II antiferromagnets such as EuTe which will be discussed in more

detail later in the chapter.

In a fully ordered type II antiferromagnet, [1111 planes are ordered

ferromagnetically. These planes in turn alternate antiferromagnetically with other

[1111 planes. Thus any [1111 plane will be antiparallel to its neighboring planes,

giving a net magnetic moment of zero. Further complicating this calculation is the

fact that the [111] plane is not symmetrically unique and 3 equivalent planes exist:

LI ii], [ Ti], and hi T](fig. 2.3). The system can be aligned with ferromagnetic

ordering within any of these 4 planes. Furthermore, the possibility of a linear

combination of these 4 symmetric alignments cannot be excluded.



A relatively straightforward method for calculating the order parameter

despite these complications is accomplished by calculating the squared order

parameter, M2. The total M2 can then be calculated adding the squared order

parameter for each of the possible type II configurations:

M2 = M12 + M22 + M32 + 2.18

The quantities M2 are calculated in a maimer reminiscent of calculations in a

ferromagnetic system.

M2 =I()kiI 2.19

18

where k is simply a numbering of which layer the site is in and x is an indicator of

one of the possible symmetries. The squared order parameter then has a value

between zero and one.

It should be noted at this point that investigation of antiferromagnetism

deals greatly with a phenomenon called frustration. Simply speaking, frustration

in a solid refers to the inability of a system to align itself in such a way that all

interactions between particles are energetically favored. In essence, frustration is

the physical application of the truism that "you can't please all of the people all of

the time." Typically, in any antiferromagnetic system, frustration will result. If,

for instance, J 1 is such that antiferromagnetic bonds between neighbors are

favored, one atom may have no frustrated bonds with any neighbors by forcing all

neighbors to have a spin antiparallel to its spin. Frustration results when

examining those neighbors, for some of these neighbors are neighbors to each
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other! These neighbors will then have a frustrated bond between them, or rather a

bond that is energetically unfavorable. Figure 2.4 shows pictorially an example of

frustration in an antiferromagnet. In this case the system is completely ordered

(Type 1 AFM) and a single {1 11] plane is viewed.

It is obvious in the diagram that when antiferromagnetic NN reactions are

energetically favored that it is impossible to simultaneously satisfy all bonds.

Frustration is inevitable. While such a statement is somewhat fatalistic,

minimization of frustration is an important effect to consider in dealing with

magnetic materials. The topic of frustration is not often addressed specifically in

this work. Nevertheless it is a foundation for much of it and is implicit in its

formulation.
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Figure 2.4

Geometric Frustration in a FCC lattice. Shown is a [1111 plane in a FCC lattice
with [110] planes of alternating magnetization. Open and closed circles
represent positive and negative spins at the lattice site. Closed arrows are
energetically favorable NN interactions. Open arrows are energetically
frustrated interactions.
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Bulk Studies of Europium Telluride [191

Europium telluride is an excellent prototype for the study of

antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials [20]. It is a semiconductor in a simple NaC1-

like structure (figure 2.2) with a Néel temperature of TN = 9.8 K [211. Magnetic

properties in EuTe arise wholly from Eu2 sites which encompass a highly

localized spin-only magnetic moment of 7LB (corresponding to a spin of 7/2 for

Eu2). Due to this localization, the EuTe lattice may be viewed as an FCC

structure of Eu atoms and magnetic properties can be calculated by considering Eu

sites only. Nearest neighbors (NNs) interact ferromagnetically via indirect

exchange while next nearest neighbors (NNNs) interact antiferromagnetically via

superexchange mediated by an intervening Te atom. The interactions between

more distant neighbors are much weaker than those between the NNs and NNNs

and they do not have a significant influence on the magnetic properties of EuTe.

The relative strengths of the NN and NNN interactions are close toJ1 = -0.5J2 [9,

10, 22] which gives rise to a Type II AFM structure below the Ned temperature.

As a Type II AFM, EuTe will align with [111] planes of alternating magnetization.
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Figure 2.5 Type II antiferromagnetic orders in EuTe. Magnetic moments are
concentrated on europium atoms (red). EuTe has a rock salt-like structure with
europium and tellurium atoms forming interpenetrating FCC lattices.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.6 Four degenerate configurations of Type II antiferromagnetic order.
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EuTe and other Europium chalcogenides (EuX, X = 0, S, Se, Te.) lend

themselves readily to modeling. Because the magnetic moments are localized at

Eu2 sites only, the researcher is able to focus his studies on Eu-Eu interactions

only and the resulting Hamiltonians are of the isotropic Heisenberg variety.

In recent work by Goncharenko and Mirabeau [9,101 powder samples of EuTe and

other Europium chalcogenides were placed under high hydrostatic pressure and the

magnetic phase transition points were determined by measuring the temperature

variation of magnetic neutron diffraction maxima. They discovered that over a

large pressure range, the Néel temperature for EuTe remained constant, while

Curie temperatures for ferromagnets EuO, EuS, and ferrimagnet EuSe varied with

pressure. The constant Ned temperature for EuTe is somewhat surprising since

interatomic distances were changed by as much as 17%. Since mean field theory

declares that the NN contributions are nil for EuTe, Goncharenko and Mirabeau

concluded that J2 was not dependent on the distance between NNN sites.

While Goncharenko explains a constant TN for EuTe by invoking mean

field theory and claiming that J2 is not dependent on the interatomic distance in a

EuTe lattice, we believe that an alternate explanation can be provided. A constant

TN can also be explained by allowing nearest neighbor interactions to play a role in

determining the effective exchange field at a site for T >0. This of course, varies

from the conventional mean field approach to Type II antiferromagnets which

states that not only for T = 0, but also at finite temperatures the field at a site is
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entirely due to next-nearest neighbor interactions. By considering these (NN)

interactions, the energy at a sitej becomes:

= J11 + iJ2& 2.13
earest k= ext

eighbors Nearest
Neighbors

The expression in brackets is the effective field. We assume that due to collective

effects, which are ignored in the canonical mean-field approach,

the first term in the effective field is no longer zero at T> 0. By allowing the J1

term to affect the system, a second possible explanation for a constant TN emerges:

the changes in the J1 and J2 terms cancel one with the other. In order to test this

possibility, a series of numerical simulations was performed.

A 3O3O3O array of unit normalized 3-component vectors was created

and initial orientations were assigned randomly. Initial orientation with

magnetization in each of the 4 possible [1111 planes was also performed. Results

showed no dependence on initial orientation. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied in each of three dimensions. Each vector corresponded to a Eu2 atom in

the EuTe lattice and represented the orientation of its magnetic moment. A

Hamiltonian (eq. 2.13) was created to determine the energy due to magnetic

ordering at a particular lattice site. A Monte Carlo simulation using the

standard Metropolis algorithm [14, 15] with a Mersenne-Twister random number
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generator [23] was performed as described in the previous section (The code* for

this section is found in Appendix B).

The average AFM sublattice magnetization, denoted asM and normalized

to M1 for perfect Type II ordering, was used as the order parameter in our

calculations. The Type II ordering has four degenerate configurations, with the

ferromagnetic spin sheets forming on the four symmetry-equivalent families of

[11 1]-type planes (figure 2.3). In the wave vector description of AFM ordering,

these four configurations correspond to L_J (-,_J, L-,D and L_-D wave

vectors (denoted, respectively, as k1,..., k1). The order parameter corresponding

to each of these wave vectors was obtained by calculating the magnetic structure

factor:

M1 =- tS1exp(2Jdki ) 2.14

where N is the number of spins in the system, R is the position of spin S1 in cubic

lattice coordinates. Since our model was meant to simulate the results of neutron

diffraction experiments, our analysis utilized the order parameter square which

provides the intensity of magnetic diffraction maxima. In most cases, the Type II

order that formed in the system was of a collinear type, with only one non-zero M1

value. Occasionally, however, we observed the formation of multi-k Type II

arrangements. To accommodate all possible cases, we used a squared order

parameter that was the sum of squares of all four M1 parameters. The temperature

was stepped through the region of phase transition at regular intervals, giving

*

The code in appendix B uses a Cartesian spin generation. Results for this method were compared
to a mixed or cylindrical generation system coded by T. Giebultowicz. No variation was
discovered in any test cases. See appendix A for further discussion of this topic.



results of squared order parameter vs. temperature. This calculation was repeated

for values ofJi = -0.4 J2 to J1 = -0.6 J2 in order to test the dependence of TN on J1.

Squared order parameter versus temperature data was recorded (Figure 2.7)

and repeated for J1 varied by up to ±20 percent. TN was determined for each case

(Fig. 2.8) by fitting data to the power law equation

M2 -'(TN _T)/_

whereM is the order parameter. The exponent /3 was also an adjustable parameter.

The values obtained from the fits for /3 were typically close to 0.30, which is

consistent with the critical exponent value of approximately 1/3 for an unsquared

order parameter in a Heisenberg system. It worth noting that for theJ1 = -0.5 .J2

case, which represents the model of EuTe at zero pressure, the fitted transition

temperature in reduced kT/J2 units is 1.35. Taking the J2 value for EuTe given in

Ref. [24] and converting it to unit spins, one obtains a transition temperature of 9.7

K. Because of the many approximations made in our model (classical spins,

neglecting dipolar interactions, etc.), this close agreement with the observed Néel

temperature of EuTe may be accidental, and therefore should not be used for any

far-reaching conclusions. However, it certainly supports the argument that the

numerical model describes the real system reasonably well.

In order to evaluate the influence of finite size effects on the calculated

Néel temperatures, the simulations were performed on arrays of several different

sizes, starting from 1010310 (1,000 spins) up to 50f350f350 (125,000 spins). It

was found that increasing the system size above 3013301330 produced virtually no
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changes in the Néel temperature results. Therefore, the bulk of our simulations

were performed on arrays of that latter size.

From Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, it is evident that TN does change with J1. A 20

percent increase ofJ1 to -0.6 J2 corresponds to a 4 percent decrease in TN.

Conversely, a 20 percent decrease of the magnitude of Ji to -0.4 J2 corresponds to

a 4 percent increase in TN.
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Figure 2.7 Squared Order Parameter (Al) vs. Temperature for three values of Ji/J2.

Data are fit to the equation M
T)

with a variable parameter

approximately equal to 0.30.
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Néel Temperature as a function of J1/J2 with a linear fit. Data are described by the
equation TN = 1.57 + .435(J1/J2)
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Interpretations

A Ned temperature that changes while holding all other terms constant and

changing only J1 indicates that TN is dependent on J1 and contradicts the mean

field approach to Type II AFM systems. It also implies that J1 effects must be

taken into account when examining the behavior of EuTe laftices under hydrostatic

pressure. One should not assume that all NN contributions are zero for a EuTe.

Rather, it would seem more appropriate to consider the changes in J1 and J2 terms

to exactly cancel for this situation.

The exact nature of the .11 term of the Hamiltonian is not yet

completely understood, yet these results reveal an interesting characteristic of the

interaction: the total effect of the 12 nearest neighbors is a nonzero ferromagnetic

contribution to the Hamiltonian. The fact that TN appears linear with respect to J1

is also interesting. This result encourages the revision of mean field theory in this

case. Instead of kBTN = Ps (p 6J2) one must assume the form

= 5(-6J2 +-1).

Monte Carlo simulations show that allowance for a contribution of Ji terms

in the equations used to calculate Néel temperatures is reasonable and that the

effect of a varying Ji is linear in the region near Ji of EuTe.

While the data recorded do not conclusively show that J1 andlor J2 are

independent functions of the lattice parameter, it does cast doubt on the mean field

assumption that in a Type II AFM, J1 plays no role in determining a Neel

temperature. Over a wide range of values for Ji, TN was shown to vary as a

function of J1. A dependence ofTN on J1 allows for an alternate explanation for a
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constant TN under hydrostatic pressure; namely that changes in J1 and J2

contributions to the Flamiltonian of a site in the pressurized lattice are nearly equal

and opposite and thus no change in TN is seen.

Summary of Results

In this chapter mean field theory was introduced and the Metropolis

algorithm was described as a method for statistically modeling magnetic behavior.

A computer simulation was performed to model a type II FCC antiferromagnet

(EuTe). In this simulation the ration of J1/J2 was varied in order to test the

dependence of J1on interatomic separation. By varying J1/J2, simulations showed

that a constant Néel temperature does not necessarily signify a constant J1. Rather

the fact that the Ned temperature varied with J1/J2 revealed that the mean field

argument that TN is independent of J1in a type II antiferromagnet was flawed.

Because TN is not independent of Jim a type II antiferromagnet,

interpretations of experimental results cannot assume that a constant TN for a

system under hydrostatic pressure represents a constant value for either J1or J2.

The possibility that J1and J2 vary in such a way that variations in one are cancelled

by variations in the other cannot be discounted.
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Chapter 3

Thin Film Studies

In order to understand superlattice behavior in magnetic materials, it is

useful to view the superlattices as layers of thin films. Therefore, it is necessary to

understand the thin films themselves. Indeed, the first attempts of our group to

understand these superlattices applied this method. The superlattice modeled then

consisted of interacting thin films that were modeled as a single unit. Thus the

basic unit was a layer of spins rather than an atomic site. This model was later

modified to consist of monolayers of interacting sites, thereby reducing the basic

unit to the lattice site. The model was further varied to include magnetic layers of

varying thicknesses and adjustable interactions between the layers. The details of

these models will be discussed in a later section.

Numerous studies, both experimental and computational have been

conducted to investigate the behavior of thin films. For instance, Binder et. a! [25,

261 modeled thin films using an Ising model with an additional surface exchange

term. Schinagi uses an XY model for ultra-thin EuTe films [27] and investigates

the effect of incomplete layers of type II AFM films [28]. loll et. al. discuss

ultrathin layers with a model comparable to those used in this study [29]. Holl

discusses in more detail the effects of film thickness in thin antiferromagnetic

films in [301. The peculiar behavior of of simple magnetic materials (e.g.

Europium Chalcogenides emphasized throughout this work) in thin films was

observed using photoemission techniques in the early 1970's by Sattler and
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Siegmann in EuO films [31] and by Demangeat and Mills in EuS films [32].

These results and others hinted at the effects of a thin film geometry on physical

behavior of a magnetic system.

Of particular interest in simulating a bulk system is the dependence of

system behavior on system size. Computer resources and processing time

available for computational studies are finite quantites. The sizes of systems to be

considered are much too large to be exactly modeled. Typical systems have on the

order of 1023 constituent atoms. Each atom in the model must be manipulated and

accessed hundreds of thousands of times to obtain meaningful data. Clearly the

number of operations to exactly model a physical system is astronomical in

comparison to computing power available. The common solution to this is the

introduction of periodic boundary conditions to a smaller sample size.

Boundary Conditions and Effects of Lattice Size

Experimental data using neutron scattering techniques shows that for

PbTe/EuTe superlaftices, magnetization of thin films and superlattice structures is

in the [1,1,1] plane defined by the non-magnetic substrate. The model employed to

simulate these structures therefore did not allow the spins at each lattice point to

have a component perpendicular to the [1,1,1] plane. Strictly speaking there is

always a component in this direction, but in practice it is generally very small and

typically representative of only a thermal fluctuation. As a result, two component

vectors represent individual spins rather than three component vectors. In other

words, the model being implemented is of the XYvariety rather than the
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Heisenberg model that allows for three dimensional spin vectors. Examples of

both cases are included later in the chapter.

One difficulty in actually implementing these simulations is defining a

proper sample size. Experimentally, samples consist of lO23 magnetic atoms.

Computationally, this is considerably more sites than can be examined using

present computing possibilities, unless one is willing to wait for a time on the

order of the age of the universe. In fact, the effective size of a sample can be

viewed as infinite to the simulation. This system can then be modeled by invoking

periodic boundary conditions. Thus, instead of modeling each and every site

among the 1023 atoms present in the physical system, a "patchwork" will be

created in which the same patch is laid down repeatedly to form the lattice. Much

like tiling a floor in which identical tiles are placed adjacent to one another, the

physical system is covered by a series of identical "tiles" consisting of the actual

numeric calculation. [see figure 3.11
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Figure 3.1 Two dimensional tiling of lattice. Application of periodic boundary
conditions causes the lattice to interact with copies of itself at its edges. The
lattice boundary is marked by the solid lines (9 squares). Colors are for
convenience in recognizing lattice orientation.

Boundary conditions are necessary for these systems precisely because

interactions at any site are dependent on the current states of the neighbors of that

site. Thus, for these periodic boundary conditions, a site on the leftmost edge of

one tile will interact with a corresponding neighbor on the rightmost edge of the

adjacent tile. The adjacent tile is, of course, the original tile. Thus the leftmost

edge will "wrap around" and see the rightmost edge as its neighbor. Also, the

topmost edge will treat the bottommost edge as its neighbor for calculation

purposes. The effective shape of this plane is now a toroid. Periodic boundary

conditions were applied in two directions, both in the [1,1,11 plane. The direction

perpendicular to the [1,1,1] plane was not given a boundary condition, as the

experimental systems in question were finite in that direction. Thin films and

superlattices use a finite number of layers on the substrate and thus may be

modeled exactly in the dimension corresponding to their thicknesses.
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While the use of periodic boundary conditions makes computational study

of actual physical systems possible, it cannot be assumed that there are no effects

from the choice of lattice size. Specifically, since each site affects its neighbors

during an iteration, it may affect its neighbor's neighbor in the next iteration. As

this continues, a particular site has the opportunity to later affect its own state as a

neighbor! Of course, the larger the lattice, the further away an atom is from itself.

A larger lattice size should then more closely approximate the real physical state

when all atoms in the system are distinct. Contrarily, as the lattice size increases,

the computation time increases. A balance must be found so that the system

closely represents physical reality and simulations are completed in a timely

manner. Binder and Heermann make note of this in their text [14]. Landau

develops this idea further for work with bulk Ising magnets [33]. Neuberger and

Ziman later expanded finite scaling effects to thin antiferromagnetic films [34].

Henelius et. al. were able to show that critical temperatures in quantum monte

carlo simulations converged for thin films [35]. With this evidence in hand, it

becomes necessary to optimize lattice size for our simulations.

In order to optimize lattice size, I examined a very simple systema single

monolayer of ferromagnetic material. I varied the size of the monolayer from a

100 total spins (10 X 10) to 40000 spins (200 X 200). The system was allowed to

cool from a point above the Curie temperature to well below the Curie

temperature. The magnetization curves and Curie Temperatures of the various

lattice sizes could then be compared. At small lattice sizes the magnetization

curve changes considerably upon an increase in lattice size. As lattice size
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increases, the magnetization curves change much less sharply, implying that the

system is approaching bulk behavior.
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Magnetization for Various Lattice Sizes
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Figure 3.2
Magnetization versus temperature for various lattice sizes. Temperature is given
in units of kT/J. For smaller sizes, the Curie temperature increases and a residual
magnetization appears for temperatures above the Curie temperature.



It should be noted that all sample sizes converge at low temperatures. There is,

however, a definite effect of lattice size near the Curie temperature. Specifically,

with fewer spins, the system shows more thermal noise above the Curie

temperature. For instance, the 10 x 10 sample size shows a magnetization of 0.1

well above T, while for larger systems it become effectively nil as in the 100 x

100 and 200 x 200 systems. Further, smaller sample sizes show a slightly elevated

Tc-30% greater for a 10 x 10 lattice versus a 200 x 200 lattice. While small sizes

show certain drawbacks, the data also show that there is little to be gained by

raising sample size beyond a certain point. A 100 x 100 lattice gives essentially

the same results as a 200 x 200 lattice. As a result, in all further simulations a

single monolayer consists of a 100 x 100 lattice with periodic boundary conditions

applied, unless specified otherwise.

Effects of Film Thickness

Generally scientists are concerned with, interested in, and intrigued by

defects in a lattice. Bulk materials can often seem uninteresting when compared to

the more interesting properties that arise from imperfections. Indeed, much of

Solid State Physics can be said to be the study of defects in one way or another.

One "defect" that is of considerable interest is the surface. At their surfaces,

materials exhibit considerably different characteristics than in bulk materials. For

example, Holl et. al. discussed the effect of partial layers of BuS and EuTe in

ultrathin films [28]. This has less of an impact on large samples where most atoms
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are far removed from the surface. In thin films, though, a much higher percentage

of atoms is near the surface of the material in question. Thus, the behavior of thin

films is intrinsically different than that of bulk materials. This is certainly true for

magnetic materials.

In a bulk material with simple cubic structure, each site in the lattice sees 6

nearest neighbors. These NNs all contribute to the Hamiltonian of a site as in

equation 3.4:

H1 = H2JS1 H H1
j=Nearest
Neighbors

2.4

Thus at zero temperature, each site would have an energy of-12J. In a thin film,

however, atoms on either surface of the lattice will have one fewer neighbor than

those in the center of the material. As a result, surface atoms would have a zero

temperature energy ofi OJ. Thus, the average energy per site in will increase in a

thin film. A single monolayer would have an average energy of-8J per site. It is

easily seen that the average energy per site in a thin film of thickness N can be

written

(E)=
12N-4

N 3.1

For large N, this quickly approaches the bulk value of-12J, but at smaller N it is

vastly different! Figure 4.3 shows a plot of average energy versus layer thickness

at zero temperature.
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Figure 3.3
Per site energy of a thin film at zero temperature at various thicknesses as
calculated by equation 4.1. As layer thickness increases, average energy
approaches -12 kT/J.



As a result of these changes in energy, the tendency of the system to

undergo a phase change will change also. In particular, when calculating the

probability of a particle to change states, one must take into consideration the

change in energy of the system as in equation 3.12.

---W(AB)=exp4-------
- BT_

3.12

3]

The end result of this changing geometry is a change in the critical temperature of

the thin film.

In order to quantify the change in T for a thin film, laftices consisting of a

single layer of varying thicknesses were created. The thickness of these layers was

varied from a 2 monolayers to 10 monolayers. The 10 monolayer thickness has an

average energy per spin of 96.67% of the bulk energy. The system was allowed to

come to equilibrium as described in chapter 2 and the magnetization was

calculated (magnetization is the order parameter as ferromagnetic systems were

considered here rather than the antiferromagnetic system of chapter 2). In all

cases, the value for J was assumed to be 1. Temperature is in units of kT/J.

It is clear from the figure that the Curie temperature of the material changes

considerably. The Curie temperature of the 2 monolayer thickness case is only

75% that of the 10 monolayer system! The changes are evident, but less

pronounced for thicker layers. As the thickness of the layers converge, the Curie

temperature converges as is evident in the case of the 8 and 10 monolayer

simulations which show a nearly identical Curie temperature.
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Effects of Position within the Film

Lattice size and film thickness are not the only factors causing variations

found in a thin film. Another variable to consider is position within the film. This

applies to cases where the number of monolayers in a system in greater than two.

In films of thickness n = 2 monolayers or fewer, all layers are symmetrically

equivalent and no distinction can be seen in the monolayers and positional effects

are not noticed. In cases where n> 2, though, the behavior of the system is no

longer uniform. Specifically, the outer monolayers show a different magnetization

behavior than those in the center. Figure 3.5 shows the magnetization curves for

individual monolayers within the lattice.

An obvious explanation for the "flattening" of the magnetization curve is

the change in geometry for those sites nearest the boundary. Specifically, sites on

the surface have one fewer neighbor than those at the center of the layer. This

partially correlates with the effects on Curie temperature from layer thickness.

However, it should be noted that within the lattice, the Curie temperature remains

constant and only the fitting exponent changes.

A possible explanation of these effects is that the asymmetry of the surface

works to lower the Curie temperature of the material at the surface while the bulk-

like characteristics of the inner portion of the lattice encourage a Curie temperature

closer to that of the bulk material. The fact that the Curie temperature remains

constant throughout the sample suggests that the inner portion of the material

"pins" the base of the magnetization curve at the temperature of its choosing. The



effects of the surface, now unable to lower the Curie temperature, serve only to

flatten the curve.

By analogy, one can consider the magnetization curve to be a curved

string. One end of the string is nailed to the Curie temperature, which is

determined by the geometry of the system, i.e. lattice thickness. At the surface,

though, the geometry does not agree exactly with the geometry seen by the center

of the layer. The surface monolayers see themselves as closer to the edge than the

average site in the layer, and thus behave more like members of a lattice of lesser

thickness. This layer then will strive to lower its Curie temperature by moving the

string to the left. Of course, the string is nailed to one end by its interactions with

the rest of the lattice. As a result, the string must become "tighter" and we see the

flattening effect evident in figure 3.5.

Simulations involving these layers were carried out using the same

program as others in this section and involved a simple cubic lattice of dimensions

100 X 100 X 10. Layers were numbered starting at the surface and working

inward to the center of the lattice. All symmetric layers (e.g. surface layers on

both surfaces) gave the same magnetization curves.
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Figure 3.5
Magnetization of specific monolayers in a thin film. Monolayers near the surface
show a higher degree of "flattening" than those in the center of the lattice. Layer 1
is the surface layer; layer 5 is the centermost layer.
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Summary of Results

In this chapter, various characteristics of magnetic thin films were

discussed. Boundary conditions and lattice size were cited as a point of interest to

the modeler. Simulations determining the effect of lattice size on critical

temperature of a single monolayer while employing periodic boundary conditions

were performed. As lattice size increased, the simulated system approached a bulk

TN. Furthermore, an increase in size from a 10 x 10 lattice to 20 x 20 lattice

produced noticeable differences, while differences at larger lattice sizes produced a

less noticeable shape for the magnetization curves of the sample. Little difference

was seen when increasing lattice size beyond 10,000 spins per layer.

Also studied in this chapter were the effects of film thickness on critical

temperature. Simulations showed that at small film thicknesses the critical

temperature of a magnetic semiconductor is highly depressed. In addition to this,

beyond this few monolayer regime, film thickness plays a greatly reduced role in

determining Tc for a material. This agrees well with the calculation of per site

energy in a thin film given in equation 3.1.

Finally, simulations were performed to determine the effect of location

within a thin film on magnetic behavior. Specifically, the relation between the

position of a monolayer with respect to the surface and the monolayers

magnetization was considered. In these cases it was shown that magnetization

within a thin film is not uniform and that surface effects alter the magnetization of



those monolayers close to the surface. Interestingly enough, the critical

temperature for these monolayers remains constant, but its exponent changes and

the curve representing magnetization versus temperature 'flattens out'.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Superlattices

Of vast importance in the creation of spintronics devices is the superlattice.

A superlattice is an arrangement of different materials in a layer-like manner. In

this work, the term superlattice will be used in the same manner as the term

magnetic superiattice. It should be noted, however, that these two terms are not

synonyms; a magnetic superlattice is a special case of the more general term

superlattice.

Magnetic superlattices considered in this work consist of two materials, a

magnetic layer and a nonmagnetic spacer (figure 4.1). This structure must of

course be grown on a substrate that can be a third material, which may affect

behavior of the structure. One way that these substrates can cause characteristic

changes is through lattice mismatch, where the interatomic distance in the

substrate differs from the interatomic distance in the adjacent layer. As a result,

there is a strain at the interface. This can result at any interface with differing

interatomic separations. These effects can be very important in describing the

behavior of materials, but are not considered in this work. For more discussion of

these topics, see reference [36, 37]. Superlattices in this work, then, consist of

alternating magnetic/non-magnetic layers.

Of considerable interest in the formation and study of superlattices is the

interaction between layers. Some of the reasons for this high interest are discussed

in the following section on giant magnetoresistance. Of interest also are possible

uses of superlattices as spin-valves and spin-filters, which are of crucial
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importance in the field of magnetoelectronics or spintronics. With a good

understanding of superlattices, effective "spin-transistors" and "spin-amplifiers"

are a distinct possibility [1]. All of these goals may be seen as steps crucial to

reaching the holy grail of modern technologists: the quantum computer.
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Figure 4.1
A simple picture of a superlattice. Grey layers are magnetic, Black layers
are non-magnetic. The white layer at the base is the substrate upon which
the superlattice was grown.
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Giant Magnetoresistance

As an example of the use of superlattices I will briefly discuss some of

their simple applications. One revolutionary use of superlattices is that of the

phenomenon giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in computer hard drives. Current

hard drive technology routinely offers memory capacity of hundreds of gigabytes.

This capacity increased dramatically after techniques involving GMR were

applied. The phenomenon of GMR also lends itself to creation of a spin valve,

which is a crucial component in spintronic devices.

Giant magnetoresistance is a relatively recent discovery; Baibich et. al. first

described the antiferromagnetic properties of Fe/Cr superlattices in 1988 [38].

These Fe/Cr lattices described by Baibich showed a resistance lowered by a factor

of two in a magnetic field of 2 T. Baibich assigned the cause of this change in

resistance to a lowered resistance for some electrons based on the spin of the

electron. The idea that resistance in a material could be widely varied based on a

magnetic field was of large consequence. Since then, numerous materials

exhibiting GMR have been described. An interesting aside is the development of

materials that exhibit even greater variations in resistance. These phenomena have

been given more and more grandiose names describing their immensity; for

instance, colossal magnetoresistance, ballistic magnetoresistance, and

extraordinary magnetoresistance. These terms refer to specific cases of

magnetoresistance. Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) is precisely what its name

implies, its effects substantially greater than those of GMR. Typical GMR

materials will show several percent differences in resistance in a magnetic field,
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CMR materials will show even higher differences in resistance, near 100%

increases in resistance at room temperature have been shown. Ballistic

magnetoresistance (BMR) refers to extremely high differences in resistance due

partially to geometry of a system. In effect, a small cluster of magnetic atoms is

considered (thus the term ballistic). These clusters can then exhibit magnetically

enhanced resistance of enormous amounts. For instance, Chopra and Hua report

examples of BMR in Ni nanocontacts of %3000 at room temperature [39].

Extraordinary magnetoresistance refers to examples of magnetoresistance shown

to occur in certain narrow (zero)-gap non-magnetic semiconductor-metal

composites [40].

GMR was immediately seen as a useful tool in data storage and was

quickly incorporated into current technology. Its incorporation into hard disk

technology led to a dramatic increase in storage capacity for these disks as read

heads for these devices became more efficient and required a smaller region of

magnetized material to store information.

In a multilayer system of magnetic and non-magnetic materials, the

magnetic layers may have correlation from one layer to the next. This correlation

may be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic or neither. One may also assume that

the thickness of the non-magnetic spacer between the two magnetic layers affects

the correlation. The obvious effect would be that as non-magnetic thickness

increases the strength of the interaction between magnetic layers decreases. The

true situation, however, is not quite so simple and the effects must be considered

for particular systems [41]. It suffices, though, that with the type of interlayer
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magnetic ordering in a superlattice, the magnetoelectrical properties of the system

are dramatically altered. Specifically, the resistance across the layers of the

superlattice depends upon the alignment of these layers. When layers within the

superlattice are aligned ferromagnetically, the resistance in the material is low.

With antiferromagnetic alignment, however, the resistance increases. Thus the

structure of the superlattice becomes a tool for transferring magnetic data to useful

electrical signals.

To illustrate this, consider a basic view of a magnetic read head. The read

head employs a tn-layer (magnetic/non-magnetic/magnetic) to read the

magnetically stored bits in the storage disk and convert them to electric signals. At

the base of the structure, one magnetic layer is "pinned" by a strong ferromagnetic

layer (see figure 4.2)*. The presence of this ferromagnetic layer forces the

adjacent magnetic layer to be aligned parallel to the ferromagnetically strong base

of the structure. Due to the non-magnetic spacer in the structure, the interaction

between layers in the tn-layer is weak and the second magnetic layer is

"unpinned" or free to rotate in the plane. Thus, the unpinned layer rotates in

response to external fields, while the pinned layer remains fixed with respect to the

ferromagnetic base. When the read head passes over a magnetized region (e. g. a

bit) magnetic moment of the unpinned layer may change its orientation. As a

result, the system changes from one of antiferromagnetic alignment to a

ferromagnetic alignment with a lower resistance and the voltage drop across the

An alternate method of pinning the first layer is by using a strong antiferromagnet as the pinning
layer. In this case, the strong antiferromagnet will pin the next layer so that the first monolayer of
the pinned layer aligns in the direction antiparallel to the last monolayer of the antiferromagnet, in
effect attempting to continure the antiferromagnetic ordering present in the pinning layer.
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head will decrease so that the data encoded magnetically on the disk can be read.

The effective benefit of GMR heads is that it dramatically reduces the magnetic

field required to transmit information and corollary to this, the amount of magnetic

material required to store one bit of information.

Strong
ferromagnetic
base

Pinned
magnetic
layer

Non-
magnetic
spacer

Unpinned
magnetic
layer

Figure 4.2 GMR Read Head. The magnetic moment in the pinned layer is
fixed with respect to the moment of the ferromagnetic base. The moment in the
unpinned layer, however, is free to rotate when influenced by small external fields
such as a bit of information.
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Numeric Model of Superlattices

The model used to analyze superlattice magnetic behavior consisted of an

array of user defined geometry (see appendix C) and user defined exchange

coefficients. The importance of the flexibility derived from these user defined

variables is apparent when one considers the heightened effects of superlattice

geometry on physical behavior. Endo and Ayukawa investigate some of these

effects on simple Heisenberg ferromagnetic/AFM II tn-layers [42] using Green

function calculations. Moschel et. al. similarly described FM!AFM double layers

[43]. Both based their calculations on work performed by Diep who performed

theoretical calculations involving AFM superlattices [44]. Also of interest is the

connection made between film thickness and interlayer coupling strength made by

Carrico and Camley [45]. For a more thorough theoretical treatment of

ferromagnetic multilayers, the reader is referred to Schwenk et. al. [46]. Recent

experimental results involving EuTe/PbTe superlattices [47] are also available.

More specific to the studies in this work are results for EuS/PbS superlattices [48]

which provided new impetus to the study of magnetic semiconducting

supenlattices.

The superlattice consisted of an array of two dimensional vectors

representing spin. The systems being considered were assumed to have strong

anisotropy and thus align themselves with the spin vector in the [111] plane with

little deviation. A simple cubic structure was assumed for computational

simplicity. The array consists of H*K*L members where H and K are the user
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specified dimensions in the x and y directions (perpendicular to the [1111 axis) and

L T*N, where T is the thickness in monolayers of a single layer of the

superlattice and N is the number of magnetic layers in the superlattice (see figure

4.3).
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N = number of layers in the superlattice.

I
H (x dimension) specified by user

Figure 4.3
Representation of geometry of simulated superlattice. Total size of the array
is H*K*T*N spins. Each spin is a vector consisting of two double precision
values between 1.0 and 1.0 with the condition that S + S = 1.0. Arrows

are merely for aid in understanding diagram and do not represent physical
quantities.

K



For spins located within a layer, i.e. those sites not in the top or bottom

monolayer of a layer, the Hamiltonian will be identical to the bulk Hamiltonian:

H = H2JS, H H1
j=Nearest
Neighbors

2.4

with periodic boundary conditions applied in the [111] plane. The situation

changes when the monolayers at the boundary of a superlattice layer are examined.

For sites in these monolayers, the interaction with all neighbors within its layer

remains unchanged. These neighbors, of course, no longer contain the full

complement of 6 neighbors that the bulk system contains. Instead, one of these

neighbors will be located in the outermost monolayer of the adjacent layer. This

"neighbor" is obviously different than the other 5 neighbors and must be treated

differently. To make this distinction, a new term will be introduced to specify

neighbors in a different layer of the superlattice. I refer to these sites as "cousins".

Figure 4.4 gives a pictorial representation of cousins.

With the addition of interaction with cousins, the Hamiltonian for any

given site becomes

=J21 JNNSJ+
1= earest
Veighbors

4.1

The first term in the Hamiltonian is unchanged (except for sites on the outermost

monolayer of a layer). The second term is identical to the bulk interaction with

oniy one exception; the exchange interaction is not the same. It is assumed that

J0111 has a magnitude less than that of J due to increased distance between the

sites. Just as in the case of interactions with neighbors, one can expand equation
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4.1 to consider not only the direct cousins in figure 4.4, but also second and third

cousins and so on to a desired degree. A second cousin would be a NN of a cousin

and a third cousin would be a NINN of a cousin and so forth. The simulations I

designed allowed for consideration of up to the 4th cousin. Unless stated

otherwise, though, only Pt cousin interactions were considered.
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Figure 4.4
Cross-section of outermost monolayers of adjacent superlattice layers. Double
arrows point to mutual cousins. Black circles are sites of magnetic ions.
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Thin Films Revisited

In the previous section, behavior of thin films was studied as a precursor to

studying superlattice structures. We now return to these studies. We will modify

thin film studies of effects of lattice position on ordering to the case of a

superlattice with 10 layers consisting of a single monolayer each. This is the same

situation as shown in figure 4.5 with the exception that the monolayers no longer

interact with the bulk exchange coefficient, but rather interact with the reduced

cousin exchange coefficient, Jc. Thus for a simple cubic system the average

energy per site of this system will decrease as the cousin exchange coefficient

decreases according to the formula

(E)=

2J:4N + 2-(N 1):
- J -

N
4.2

where, as before, N is the number of monolayers in the system. We can further

generalize this formula to fit a case with layers of thickness greater than a single

monolayer.

(E)=

2J4N + 2N(T 1) + 2-(N - 1)T

NT

where T is the thickness in monolayers of a layer of the superlattice.

4.3

It follows from this calculation that the critical temperature of a system like

that described in equations 4.1 and 4.3 will decrease with a decreased Jc value.

This is indeed the case as is evident in figure 4.5 which shows a system with 10

monolayers and various values for J.
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Figure 4.5 Magnetization curves for a 10 monolayer superlattice with varying
interlayer coupling strengths. This figure shows the average magnetization of
individual monolayers, not the total magnetization of the system. Note the
dramatic decrease in T with a decrease in J.
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Simulating Neutron Diffraction and Reflectometry

In order to compare computational data to experimental data obtained by

neutron diffraction techniques, it is necessary to convert the state of a simulated

array of spins to a diffraction spectrum. In reality, this conversion is relatively

straightforward. The general technique is outlined in Bacon's text [8].

Experimentally, when one observes the spectra of a neutron diffraction

experiment, one views the intensity of scattered neutrons. In other words, one

counts the number of neutrons impacting a specific detector. The intensity of a

diffraction peak is directly related to the magnetic structure factor F as in the

following equation.

4.4

The structure factor can be written as

e2y '?
e , 4.5

where refers to the component of the magnetic moment that lies within the

plane normal to . In the cases considered in this work, Q is always in the 2

direction, thus JI reduces to = + S. Furthermore, the equation for the

structure factor can simplified when is in the 2 direction. Equation 4.5

becomes

e2y iQzk?ye 4.6

mc2 k=monolayer I



where Zk is the z coordinate of whichever layer is being calculated. In other

words,

Zk = kd 4.7

where k is an integer specifying which layer is being considered and d is the

interlayer distance. Additionally, the second sum simplifies considerably with the

restriction that Q is entirely in the 2 direction. Since the subscript k refers to a

specific layer of the superlattice and the magnetic moments of lattice sites are

restricted to be within the plane normal to Q, the sum becomes

Si=Mk 4.8

The entire structure factor can then be written as

2 4.9
e y

e
mc2 1

k.=monolayer

Experimentally, the diffracted neutron intensity is recorded as a spectrum

over the entire range ofQ values. Since neutrons have an intrinsic magnetic

moment due to their fermionic nature, the diffraction pattern may be affected by

magnetic ordering. For example, if a lattice is ordered ferromagnetically, the order

mirrors the structural order and intensity will peak at Q = 2r / d. On the other

hand, with antiferromagnetic ordering between layers, the intensity will peak at

points corresponding to the antiferromagnetic period. In the case where single

monolayers are aligned antiferromagnetically and separated by a non-magnetic

spacer such that the magnetic monolayers are separated by thicknessD in a

superlaftice, the diffraction pattern will show peaks at the position Q = 2r / 2D,



corresponding to the period of the superlattice (see figure 4.6). When analyzing

data peaks corresponding to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic alignment are of

primary importance. As a result, antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic intensities for

any particular simulation can be easily obtained by using equations 4.4 and 4.9 to

calculate the magnetic structure factor with the proper Q value.
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Figure 4.6 Neutron Reflectometry for Ferromagnetic and Antiferromagnetic
Samples. In case a) the ferromagnetic alignment of layers in the superlattice
matches the physical arrangement of layers in the lattice. As a result neutron
reflectometetry results will show an increased peak intensity for incident angles
such that mA = 2d sin A, which is identical to the structural peaks of the sample.
For antiferromagnetism case b) shows that magnetic periodicity is twice the
structural period. As a result peak intensities due to the magnetic structure will
result for the case mA = 4d sin A. Furthermore, structural peak intensities will be
mitigated by the deconstructive interference due to the magnetic structure.
Ferromagnetic alignment causes an increase in structural peak intensity;
Antiferromagnetic alignment sharply reduces the central peak intensity and
increases peaks corresponding to a larger periodicity of 2d.



Experimental Neutron Reflectometry Results

The Neutron Scattering Group at Oregon State University has recently

performed neutron reflectometry experiments involving EuS/PbS superlattices at

the NIST Center for Neutron Research [41]. The studies in this work match

closely the results of these experiments. A short review of these experiments

including results and methodology follows.

Neutron reflectometry capitalizes on the fact that different materials have

different indices of refraction for neutron transmittance. By impinging the beam

of neutrons on the surface of the superlattice at an angle nearly parallel to the

surface of the sample, the degree and type of interlayer magnetic ordering in the

superlattice can be deduced by examining the pattern of the reflected neutrons. In

essence, this is analogous to the simple case of optical thin film interference where

certain wavelengths of visible light constructively interfere at specific angles, as in

the thin layer of oil on puddles of water. The situation is slightly more robust,

though when neutrons are used. Because neutrons have a spin associated with

them, the magnetic ordering of the sample will affect the pattern of reflected

neutrons. In essence, a distinction is made between ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic ordering. Figure 4.6 shows pictorially the differences in these

two cases.
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Reflectometry results are shown for a EuS/PbS superlattice with 35

angstrom EuS thickness and 12 angstrom PbS thickness in figures 4.7 and 4.8. In

these experiments, the sample crystal was placed initially in zero external field

with a temperature of 4.2K (liquid helium). It should be noted that this is

considerably below the critical temperature for EuS (13.6 K). Of considerable

interest in these samples is the hysteresis the superlattice exhibits in an external

field. Under high external fields, all layers of the sample align themselves parallel

to the field and thus to themselves. When the external field is small, however, the

layers are able to align antiferromagnetically. What is interesting about this

tendency, though, is that the external field at which the superlattice changes from

ferromagnetic alignment to antiferromagnetic alignment depends upon the history

of the external field. This is readily seen in the following figures.

The two plots show complementary data. Figure 4.7 shows peak intensity

for reflectometry peaks corresponding to antiferromagnetic alignment of layers in

the EuS/PbS superlattice. Figure 4.8 shows peak intensity for ferromagnetic

peaks. Since either state precludes the other, i.e. a system with 100%

ferromagnetic alignment can be said to have zero antiferromagnetic alignment, it

follows that when one measure is maximized, the other should be minimized.

Indeed this is the case. While the system is forced into ferromagnetic ordering by

the high external field, the antiferromagnetic peaks are minimized. Conversely,

when the antiferromagnetic intensity reaches its maximum at 40 G a corresponding

dip occurs in the ferromagnetic plot.
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Figure 4.7 Antiferromagnetic peak intensity for EuS/PbS superlattice in external
fields. Sample is initially placed in zero field and exhibits a "mixed" behavior (1).
External field is then increased to a maximum of 250 Gauss. The
antiferromagnetic alignment of the layers changes to ferromagnetic alignment
parallel to the external field during this increase. Following this increase, the
external field is decreased (red) from 250 Gauss to a minimum of -250 Gauss.
During this decrease, the antiferromagnetic alignment appears with an external
field in the negative direction (peaking at 40 G). The field is then increased
(blue) to a maximum field of 250 G and showing an antiferromagnetic peak (3) at
40 G. The external field is once more decreased (green) to a minimum of-40 G
(4) which coincides with the antiferromagnetic peak maximum. (After H. Kepa, et.
al., unpublished)
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Figure 4.8 Ferromagnetic peak intesity for EuS/PbS superlattice in external field.
Blue data represent an increasing external field and show a minimum in
ferromagnetic alignment at 40 G. Red data represent intensity for decreasing
external field and show a minimum at 40 G. (After H. Kepa, et. al., unpublished)
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When the system is initially examined at zero field (point 1 on figure 4.7),

both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic peak intensities are recorded. This

suggests that at zero field the system is neither ferromagnetic nor

antiferromagnetic, but rather that it is a mixture of the two states. Perhaps a more

accurate description is that adjacent magnetic layers are simply aligned in

directions that are neither parallel nor antiparallel to each other. As the field is

increased, though, the external field quickly forces the system into ferromagnetic

alignment. When the field is then decreased (red in both plots) the sample remains

ferromagnetic until below the initial zero field case. It reaches maximum

antiferromagnetic intensity at 40 G and then returns to ferromagnetic alignment

under stronger negative fields. The sample repeats this behavior when the external

field is increased from 250 G to 250 G (blue). The superlattice remains

ferromagnetic well above the field of-40 G where it previously aligned

antiferromagnetically and continues as such until finally changing alignments at 40

The behavior of such a system is fascinating and of great interest.

Describing the interaction between these layers may go far in explaining why this

superlattice exhibits such a hysteresis.

A Model for the EnS/PbS Superlattice

With the goal of understanding the strange behavior in the EuS/PbS layer, a

model was created. Essentially this model is the same as has been discussed

earlier in this work. It employs the Metropolis algorithm to allow the system to
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come to thermal equilibrium at which time its state may be measured and

conclusions drawn regarding the system. The EuS/PbS superlattice can be

modeled using the cousin technique described in a previous section, but still, this

gives an incomplete picture. In addition to the cousin terms in the Hamiltonian, an

additional term representing anisotropy is introduced. Before describing the

mathematical nature of this term, a brief physical description of the anisotropy

believed to be present in EuS follows.

In general, magnetic anisotropy refers to the dependence of internal energy

on the direction of magnetization in the sample. In other words, anisotropy refers

to the tendency of a material to have a preferred direction of magnetization.

Typically, anisotropy in magnetic materials is referred to in terms of an anisotropy

axis. This is an important distinction from other terms in the Hamiltonian. Other

terms in the Hamiltonian, such as exchange (NN or NNN terms) or external field

interactions, are odd functions. If the spin is flipped 180°, the sign of the

interaction changes. Anisotropy, however, adds an even term to the Hamiltonian.

For a spin flipped 1800, the anisotropy interaction remains the same. By analogy,

consider a North/South freeway. This freeway could be said to have a very high

anisotropy. Very few cars can be found driving in eastern or western directions.

On the other hand, over time there is little difference in the number of cars driving

north and south. The anisotropy only encourages the cars to drive on the road

along the north/south axis, but does not specify which of the two must be driven

on.

The case for EuS in a superlattice is slightly more complex. Instead of a
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single anisotropy axis, two anisotropy axes must be considered*. This can be

thought of as a result of the symmetry in the system as well as a result of the

physical structure of the material. In effect, the anisotropy in EuS gives a

preferred plane of magnetization. In this plane, the energy will be lowest when the

spin of an individual magnetic atom is aligned parallel with one of the two

mutually perpendicular "easy" axes.

Figure 4.9 represents the configuration of a spin in the easy plane of a

crystal and shows the two easy axes as well. In this case, the easy axes form in the

[1,0,0] and [0,1,0] directions. In the diagram, is the angle between the unit spin

and one of the easy axes. In the diagram the [100] plane is chosen, but in actuality

the symmetry of the system allows selection of either axis with identical results.

Easy
Axis 1

Axis 2

Unit Spin

Figure 4.9 Two-axis anisotropy and a single spin.

*

Even more recent results from the same group suggest that this is not the case for EuS. These
results suggest that rather than 2 anisotropy axes, EuS consists of a single easy axis. While the
specific case in question may no longer hold true, the model has shown to be a valuable tool in
interpreting these results.
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The anisotropy term in the new Hamiltonian must include consideration of

both axes. Implicit in the model is that the easy plane forces all spins to be aligned

within the plane, allowing a two dimensional model. Within the plane, however,

there are two easy axes. Neither is preferred above the other. Simply assuming a

new term of the form

Hanisotropy = A cos a 4.10

fails, as it is not symmetric with respect to the two easy axes. In order make the

anisotropy term symmetric, the following term was added to the Hamiltonian in

equation 2.4

Hanisotropy = A cos2 2a 4.11

where A is an anisotropy constant specific to the material. It is easily seen that this

term is indeed symmetric along both axes.

The full Hamiltonian seen by an individual atom then becomes

aj=cz2JSaUSj+Acos22a+BextciSj 4.12
j=Nearesl
Neighbors

where the immediate neighbors contribute the first term, anisotropy to the second

term and an external field to the third term.

This Hamiltonian can then be applied to a simulation utilizing the

Metropolis algorithm as described in chapter 2. When an anisotropy is introduced

to a simple superlattice consisting of 10 layers of 1 monolayer each and this

simulation is performed, the curves showing magnetization versus external field

mimic those obtained for a similar superlattice via neutron reflectometry. Figures
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4.10 and 4.11 show calculated antiferromagnetic peak intensity and ferromagnetic

peak intensity respectively for a system with A 0.000000 12 anisotropy.

It should be noted that the selection of 1.2 x 1 0 as the anisotropy value is

not an arbitrary choice. Of necessity, one cannot simply use the experimental

value of A determined by placing a monolayer sample in an external field and

measuring the field necessary to 'flip' its orientation. Doing so does not give the

anisotropy of importance in this case. Of interest here is the superlattice

anisotropy. Furthermore, using a single monolayer to perform these calculations

adds the complication of strain effects, which further separates the monolayer

anisotropy from the superlattice anisotropy. Selection of A then was accomplished

by assuming that A <<J and searching for agreement with experimental results.

Of these results, A = 1.2 x i0 was best.
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Of further interest in examining these simulations is actually determining

what the anisotropy axes are. While it is known that EuS exhibits an easy plane, it

is not easily seen which two axes define this plane. Specifically, thereare two

possible orientations. The first possibility, as previously described, is that the easy

axes are [100] and [010]. These are not the only two axes that define this easy

plane though. A second simple orientation may be present; [1101 and [110]

legitimately and simply defme the same plane. In effect, these axes are merely

rotated 45 degrees from the [100] and [010] axes. Figure 4.13 demonstrates these

two possible orientations. Other orientations are certainly possible, but these two

possibilities are the most likely candidates for EuS/PbS superlattices.

The matter of calculating diffraction peaks for this new anisotropy is only

slightly complicated. The equations used in the previous arrangement of easy axes

still hold, only the Hamiltonian need be modified. In equation 4.11, the anisotropy

term in the Hamiltonian is given as follows:

Hjsoiropy = A cos2 2a 4.11

This obviously cannot be true for the new alignment. Instead, the geometry of the

system must be accounted for by incorporating the following anisotropy term:

Hanisotropy = A sin2 (2a) 4.13

and the Hamiltonian given in equation 4.12 must be modified to

UI = ci2J a + Asin2(2cz)+
Eext c 4.14

j=Nearest
Neighbors
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When this Hamiltonian is used for calculation of peak intensities, the hysteresis

evident in figures 4.11 and 4.12 are no longer as pronounced. Figure 4.14 shows

results for a system with this altered anisotropy.
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Figure 4.13 Alternative easy axes for an easy plane normal to the [0 0 1] axis.
Solid axes are [1 0 0] and [0 1 0], dashed axes are [1 1 0] and [11 01.
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The previous figure continues to show hysteresis as the external field is varied.

There are important differences between the two plots that must be noted,

however. Specifically, the shape of the peaks must be noted. In the original case,

the antiferromagnetic peaks had a convex shape matching the experimental data.

In the case of the rotated easy axes (figure 4.13), the antiferromagnetic peaks have

a concave curvature! Furthermore, the ferromagnetic peaks have changed as well.

Instead of a sharp and continuous concave path to the high field ferromagnetic

maxima shown in experiment and the simulations for unrotated easy axes, the

rotated easy axes reveal a system with initial concavity as the field strength is

increased. This curve reaches a point of inflection, though, where the

ferromagnetic curve changes from a sharp concave increase to a gradual and

nearly linear increase to the ferromagnetic maxima.

The results for rotated axes differ noticeably from experiment and the

unrotated axes. This difference strongly suggests that the EuS/PbS superlattice

does not have rotated easy axes. Agreement between the [1 0 0], [0 1 0] easy axis

configuration and experimental data promote this arrangement of easy axes as the

most likely of the two for these cases.
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Interlayer Coupling Investigation

With these initial successes in modeling behaviors of thin films and

superlattices, the possibility of comparing interlayer coupling to intralayer

coupling arises. The analysis is by no means straightforward. An inherent

difficulty in this undertaking is the fundamental differences in the types of

ordering. The intralayer ordering of a sample is a type of long range orderit

gives information regarding the aggregate state of an entire sample, while

interlayer coupling is an example of short range order which looks not at the

aggregate state of the entire sample, but rather the comparative states of smaller

regions within the sample.

Because of this difference, quantifying interlayer ordering is not

straightforward. The initial urge is to merely perform a simulation and look at the

states of adjacent layers and to calculate the directions of their magnetization.

Perfect ferromagnetic alignment would then show an identical angle for both

magnetizations while perfect antiferromagnetic ordering would result in

antiparallel magnetizations. While this method may work for temperature regimes

well below the critical temperature of a sample, it becomes increasingly

meaningless as these temperatures approach the critical temperature. This is

obvious when one considers the drastically reduced size of the magnetization

vector as T approaches T. As this happens, the direction of the magnetization

shows much broader fluctuation so as to become essentially meaningless.

Furthermore, this method cannot give results at temperatures above Tc. At these

points, the magnetization is essentially zero and the only contributions to it can be
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considered thermal noise. Thus, comparing layer magnetizations cannot give

meaningftil results for the regions of interest near and above Tc.

Still, this approach is not without value and information may be derived by

using it. It is conceivable that this method of examining total magnetization would

be extremely useful in determining whether the onset of interlayer coupling begins

at a lower temperature than the critical temperature for intralayer ordering. In that

case, we could expect the total magnetization to remain zero during a decrease in

temperature near the Curie temperature of the individual layer followed by an

increase of total magnetization at the onset of interlayer ordering. Thus we would

see a region where layer magnetization increased while total magnetization

remained minimal. This of course may not be universally true for a finite number

of layers as the layers themselves may be randomly aligned, yet still reveal a larger

magnetic moment due to a limited statistical pooi. On the other hand, the presence

of a gap between intralayer order and total magnetization is a strong indicator ofa

higher critical temperature for interlayer ordering than intralayer order. Figures

4.15 through 4.19 show several data series for a system involving 10 layers of

monolayer thickness. In these cases the system Jc was assigned various values

ranging from .001 J1 to .9 J1. The average magnitude of layer magnetization

(intralayer ordering) and the total magnetization of the superlattice are plotted for

each series. Two interesting factors appear when analyzing this data.

The first and most obvious result of interest from these plots is the effect of

the strength of Jc on the onset of interlayer coupling. For a large value of Jc

interlayer coupling mirrors the behavior of the intralayer coupling shown in the
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average magnetization of the layers of the superlattice. As Jc decreases, though,

the two cases become less similar. Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 (Jc = 0.5J, J =

0.1 J, J 0.05J) all show close correspondence between the inter- and intra-layer

magnetizations. Figure 4.18 (Jc = 0.O1J) shows an example of these two cases

diverging. In this case the system does not order between the layers as completely

as in previous cases. This becomes even more pronounced in figure 4.19 (Jc =

0.00 1). In this case a small increase in total magnetization occurs at the onset of

layer magnetization, but this does not persist as the intralayer magnetization

increases in strength. In this case, the interlayer coupling is too weak to show

effect.

A second point of interest in these figures is the relationship between the

temperatures at which inter- and intralayer ordering begin. In all cases total

magnetization (indicative of interlayer ordering) occurs at temperatures equal to

the onset of intralayer magnetization. In the Jc = 0.001 case, this occurs as a brief

and small increase in total magnetization, while in other cases it is obvious. The

fact that these cases all showed a similar increase at Tc implies that interlayer

ordering does not begin after intralayer ordering. The wide range of values used

for J supports this assumption as the range should exhibit the differing critical

temperatures if they were to exist. The fact that different critical temperatures are

not seen implies that the critical temperatures for these two cases are either the

same or the critical temperature for interlayer ordering is higher than that of

intralayer ordering.
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Figure 4.17 Total magnetization and average layer magnetization for Jc O.05J1.

Interlayer and intralayer ordering are still coupled very well.
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Figure 4.18 Total magnetization and average layer magnetization for Jc = 0.01 Ji.
Interlayer and intralayer ordering show less coincidence than in cases with higher
values of Jc.
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Figure 4.19 Total Magnetization and Average Layer Magnetization of a 10
Monolayer Superlattice with Jc = 0.00 1 J1. With the drastically reduced cousin
interaction (Jc = 0.00 1 J1), there is very little correlation between interlayer and
intralayer ordering.



While the results from figures 4.15 through 4.19 are interesting, the cases

contain a certain amount of variation that should be addressed. One area that may

be addressed deals with the effects of thin film thickness and cousin strength

considered in chapter 3 and in this chapter. When J is varied over as wide a range

as considered in the previous figure, the average energy of a perfectly ordered site

changes remarkably (see equation 4.3 and figure 4.5). One method of alleviating

this problem is through the increase in layer thickness. We saw in chapter 3 that

beyond a certain thickness thin films approached bulk behavior. By increasing the

thickness of layers to 10 monolayers rather than 1 monolayer, we can reduce the

confusion resulting from this variation and get cases where the Tc for layers

changes much less between cases. Since the computing time for these cases is so

much greater than those for monolayer thickness of layers, fewer series are

considered, and the h and k dimensions are slightly reduced. Figures 4.20, 4.21,

and 4.22 reveal some of these results.

In each of these figures a 10 layer superlattice was created with thicknesses

of 10 monolayers for each of the layers. As in the monolayer thickness systems, a

simple cubic structure was used in assigning neighbors for each site. Additionally,

the array size was reduced to 6400 (80 x 80) spins/monolayer. The resulting array

consisted of 6.4 x i05 spins consisting of two components each. In each case, the

array was placed in an initially ferromagnetic state above the Curie temperature

and allowed to cool as in the previous monolayer simulations.
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Superlattice with Layer Thicknesses of 10 Monolayers with Jc = 0.1 Ji. Note that
both magnetizations begin at the same temperature (near 2.2 kT/J).
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These results show strong agreement with results obtained from monolayer

simulations. In each case the total magnetization showed an onset temperature

coinciding with the Curie temperature for intralayer coupling. Furthermore, by

using an increased layer thickness, the shift in this Curie temperature was greatly

reduced. Most notable, however, is the absence of a region where layer

magnetization increases and total magnetization remains zero. More specifically,

the persistent coincidence between the T for intralayer coupling and interlayer

coupling despite drastic changes in the coupling strength strongly suggest that

intralayer coupling does not precede interlayer coupling.

One further interpretation that can be made is that the individual layers in

these superlattices do not behave independently as unit layers in a quasi-one

dimensional chain of layers. Other studies of high anisotropy have found cases

where three dimensional Ising systems coalesced into independent Ising chains

[49,50]. This is not the case in these simulations.

One difficulty in interpreting this data results from the difference in scale

for some of the interactions taking place in the superlattice simulation. Since J1

and Jc may differ by orders of magnitude, the question as to whether time scales

differ in such a way that effects of the lower strength interaction are masked by the

stronger interaction. In order to test this possibility, certain simulations were rerun

with much longer time scales. Simulations shown in the figures 4.15-4.22 were

allowed 8,000 Monte Carlo steps/spin (MCS). Some of the simulations with large

differences between Jc and J1 were then checked with 100,000 MCS. Figures 4.23

and 4.24 show these results. In both cases, increasing the time scale did not affect



the location of the critical temperature. While a longer time scale certainly

appears to give better results in the region below Tc, the system does not show any

unruly behavior due to varying time scales.
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Figure 4.24 Total Magnetization for 10 Monolayer Superlattice with Jc = 0.00 1 i1
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The question as to when interlayer coupling actually "begins" is still a

valid question. This work points to a partial answer to that question. Rather, it

answers another valid and similar question: "When doesn't interlayer coupling

begin?" While the grammar of this question may be confusing at best, its answer

is illuminating. In the original question "When does interlayer ordering begin?"

three possible answers existed: at a temperature above the bulk Tc, at a

temperature equal to the bulk T, and at a temperature below the bulk Tc. By

eliminating this last choice, we have moved closer to the answer to this intriguing

question. Furthermore, by removing the possibility of interlayer ordering

occurring at a lower temperature than intralayer ordering, the two phenomena

become even more closely intertwined. The inability to distinguish these two

temperatures experimentally is not simply a function of the material, but holds true

for a wide range of materials many geometries.
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Summary of Results

In this chapter, emphasis was placed on behavior of superlattices under

various constraints. In order to effectively model superlattices, a method of

calculating interlayer interactions was created. Specifically, the idea of cousins

was introduced and terms involving interactions between cousins was introduced.

In addition to the addition of cousins or interlayer interactions, anisotropy was

considered in the Hamiltonian for superlattices.

Using these tools, a system describing EuS/PbS superlattices was created.

These systems examined possible orientations of easy axes within a EuS/PbS

superlattice and compared results from these cases to experimental data produced

by other members of the Neutron Scattering Group at Oregon State University.

Simulations of these systems revealed that of two possible orientations of easy

axes, easy axes along the [1 0 0] and [0 1 0] axes were the more likely. More

importantly, this method of Monte Carlo simulation proves itself to be capable of

answering a variety of questions regarding superlattice behavior.

Another question addressed in this chapter was whether interlayer ordering

in a superlattice preceded intralayer ordering upon cooling of a sample below the

critical temperature. Simulations provided a partial answer to this question

showing that intralayer ordering does not precede interlayer ordering. This was

shown by examining layer magnetization and total magnetization of a superlattice

over a wide range of conditions. In these situations, cases where intralayer

ordering preceded interlayer ordering were not seen.
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A final point of interest regarding superlattice results is the effect of choice

in spin generation algorithms. This issue us covered in detail in Appendix A.

Results and conclusions in this section were unaffected by the choice of spin

generation method, but the discussion is important.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The considerable current interest in magnetic semiconductors and in

magnetic superlattices invites added attention to the field of magnetic

semiconducting superlattices. Simulations of these systems give the opportunity

for valuable insight into these systems.

Several accomplishments have been documented in this work. Paramount

among these accomplishments is the development of a model for interlayer

interactions among semiconducting superlattices. While this model invoking

cousin interactions does not purport to be the physical mechanism behind

interlayer interaction, it shows excellent agreement with physical data.

Furthermore, with the addition of external fields and anisotropy terms, these

models lend insight into the arrangement of easy axes in the novel system of

EuS/PbS superlattices. Along with this work, simulations of superlattices suggest

that interlayer ordering and intralayer ordering have either the same critical

temperature or that interlayer coupling begins to occur at a temperature higher than

the critical temperature for intralayer ordering. A Tc for interlayer coupling that

is lower than the Tc for intralayer coupling does not occur in simulations covering

a wide range of coupling strengths and over two differing lattice dimensions.

In addition to work involving superlaftices, preliminary studies involving

thin films give interesting results for certain thin film variations. A direct

correlation between film thickness and critical temperature was established in
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chapter 3. Also, surface proximity was shown to have a considerable effect on

critical exponent.

Other work involving europium telluride lattices revealed an alternate

interpretation to published work regarding the behavior of EuTe under hydrostatic

pressure. Instead of relying on mean field theory tojustif a distant independent

NNN relation, simulations revealed the possibility of a non-zero NN interaction in

a type II FCC antiferromagnet. This suggested that in the experimental results in

question the NNN and NN interaction changed with distance in such a way that

they mutually cancelled rather than both remained constant. In addition to this,

lattice size effects were studied and optimal lattice sizes were determined.

In general, Metropolis algorithms developed for this project showed

remarkable success in describing magnetic phenomena in a myriad of cases. The

Metropolis algorithm has proven itself a robust and capable technique for

expanding knowledge of statistical phenomena such as magnetization in magnetic

materials.

Topics of Further Research

The studies involved in this project by no means deliver an absolute answer

to questions regarding the behavior of magnetic materials. Instead, they must be

seen as the development of a tool which may be used to study diverse topics and

systems of magnetic materials. Through development of these tools, several areas

of possible research may prove interesting and useful. The techniques discussed in

this work may also readily be applied to such phenomena as clustering and other

studies of short range magnetic ordering like spin waves.
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While simulating neutron diffraction is an effective way of measuring

interlayer interactions, they do not give any additional information regarding the

short range interlayer ordering at temperatures near or above the critical

temperature for a material. In order to investigate phenomena at these

temperatures a different approach should be considered. One such method that

may be considered it the introduction of a correlation factor that measures

correlation across an interface. Some preparatory work was done with this

concept, but none was yet conclusive. To make a meaningful correlation function

across layers, one must consider the case with many layers, rather than the limited

number of layers considered in these studies. In theory, there is no reason why this

caimot be done. In practice, however, the increase of the number of layers

considered drastically increases the time required to perform a simulation to the

point where a meaningful correlation across many interfaces requires more time

than is convenient for the researcher. With increasing computing speeds and a

focused attempt at this method of describing the short range order across an

interface.

Another set of phenomena that should be introduced is that of defects.

Simulations in this work that described thin film behavior as a function of

thickness and the effects of surface proximity on thin film magnetization show

some of the large effects possible with the introduction of defects. It is very

possible that even more control over the behavior of a system can result by adding

more complex defects to the superlattice.
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One further important direction this research may proceed is in the

modeling of potential devices using the magnetic properties of superlattices. Some

work is beginning in this field with projects modeling spin valves planned for

other members of the group.

The field of magnetic semiconductors is a broad field with many

unexplored regions remaining. Simulation will provide much needed

understanding to many of these.
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APPENDIX A

Comments on Random Spin Generation

Some concern was expressed in thin film and superlattice simulations

regarding generation of spins. In order to ensure that results are genuine, a random

distribution of spins must be generated for the system. Three separate programs

were used to model magnetic behavior. Several different methods of generating

spins were used to generate random spins in these simulations. A closer

examination of these methods follows.

Chapter 3 of this work includes bulk studies of a Type II AFM. Appendix

II contains the source code for this work. The generation of a random spin in this

program occurs as follows:

1. 3 random numbers [-1.0, 1.01 are generated according to the formula
2.0*genrand() 1.0. The random number generator used in this case
employs the Mersenne-Twister algorithm.

2. A normalized spin is created using these three random numbers. The
spin is recorded as a 3 member array with elements corresponding to x,
y, and z components of the spin; each calculated according to the
formula:

1'l
5unnormal "

normal I 2 2 2
-v (Sunnormai[O]) + (Sunnormai{ll) + (Sunnormal[21)

This method of spin generation has some problems. The generation of any one

component of the spin is uniformly distributed, but the normalizing algorithm

skews the spin distribution such that vectors with two of the three components

nearly equal will be slightly more probable than vectors with no nearly equal

components [511. There then is some doubt as to whether simulated results

actually reflects physical conditions. For the bulk systems, an additional program
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(written by Tomasz Giebultowicz) was also tested. In this simulation spins were

generated in a slightly different manner.

1. 2 random numbers [0.0, 2it] and [-1.0, 1.01 are created corresponding to
and z.

2. Spin components are generated according to the following formulae
a.

spin[z] = z

b. spin[x] = z2 cos
C. spin[y] = ii z2 sin

Spins generated in this matter are uniformly distributed in all directions.

Comparisons between results for these programs showed no difference.

A similar problem was encountered in some thin film and superlattice

simulations discussed in chapter 4. Spins in this program are restricted to the z0

plane. All calculations involving the spins use Cartesian coordinates to improve

algorithm speed. The original method used in these calculations involved a

method similar to that in the bulk systems. A random spin is generated according

to the following method:

1. 2 random numbers [-1.0, 1.0] representing x andy are generated.

2. x andy components are assigned according to the following formula:

Snorniai [n]
Sunnormai [n]

tI(Szinnorrnai {x])2 + [Y])2

This method, though has the same problem associated with it that the three

dimensional Cartesian generation has. Vectors on the [1101 axis are slightly

favored with respect to vectors on the [1001 axis. Some tests were conducted to
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check the validity of these systems. A selection of the simulations discussed in

chapter 4 were recalculated using the following spin generation algorithm:

1. Random number [0, 2it] representing is selected.

2. Spin components assigned according to following formulae:

s [x]=cosO

s [y]=sinO

Results using this formulation were calculated and compared to the Cartesian

method (figures A. 1 -A.3). In both cases, the critical temperature remained the

same and the general behavior of the system was unchanged. There was a slight

change in the values for these plots. This change was neither unexpected nor

significant. While results for publication should include only those spins

generated using polar or mixed coordinates, Cartesian results can be seen as

representative of actual results. The conclusions in this work are unaffected by the

choice of spin generation algorithms.
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Appendix B

C Code for Bulk Studies of Antiferromagnetic Systems

#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>

/ A C-program for MT19937: Real number version([0,1)-interval) (1998/4/6) */
7* genrand() generates one pseudorandom real number (double) *7
I which is uniformly distributed on [0,1)-interval, for each /
/ call. sgenrand(seed) set initial values to the working area
1* of 624 words. Before genrandO, sgenrand(seed) must be /
I called once. (seed is any 32-bit integer except for 0). *7

/ Integer generator is obtained by modifying two lines. */

/* Coded by Takuji Nishimura, considering the suggestions by *7
7* Topher Cooper and Marc Rieffel in July-Aug. 1997. *7

7* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or /
7* modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public *7

/ License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either *7

7* version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later
7* version. *7

7* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, /
7* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *7

7* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
*1

I See the GNU Library General Public License for more details. *7

7* You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General */

7* Public License along with this library; if not, write to the /
/ Free Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA *7
7*021114307 USA *7

7* Copyright (C) 1997 Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura. *7

7* When you use this, send an email to: matumotomath.keio.ac.jp *7
7* with an appropriate reference to your work. *7

7* REFERENCE *7

7* M. Matsumoto and T. Nishimura, *7
/ "Merseime Twister: A 623-Dimensionally Equidistributed Uniform */
7* Pseudo-Random Number Generator", *7

7* ACM Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation, *7



ipzi]

/* Vol. 8, No. 1, January 1998, pp 3--30. *1

#include<stdio.h>

/* Period parameters /
#define N 624
#define M 397
#define MATRIX A Ox99O8bOdf I constant vector a
#define UPPER_MASK 0x80000000 / most significant w-r bits *7

#define LOWER_MASK Ox7fffffff 1* least significant r bits */

/* Tempering parameters *1
#define TEMPERING_MASK B 0x9d2c5680
#define TEMPERING MASK C Oxefc60000
#define TEMPERING_SHIFT_U(y) (y>> 11)
#define TEMPERING_SHIFT_S(y) (y <<7)
#define TEMPERING_SHIFT_T(y) (y << 15)
#define TEMPERING_SHIFT_L(y) (y>> 18)

static unsigned long mt[N]; /* the array for the state vector I

static mt mti=N+1; 1* mti==N+1 means mt[N} is not initialized */

/* initializing the array with a NONZERO seed */
void
sgenrand(seed)

unsigned long seed;

/ setting initial seeds to mt[N] using
7* the generator Line 25 of Table 1 in
7* [KNUTH 1981, The Art of Computer Programming /
7* Vol. 2 (2nd Ed.), pp 102] *7

mt[0] seed & Oxffffffff;
for (mtil; mti<N; mti++)

mt[mti] = (69069 * mt[mti-1]) & Oxffffffff;

double 7* generating reals *7
/* unsigned long */ /* for integer generation *1
genrand()
{

unsigned long y;
static unsigned long magol[2]={OxO, MATRIX_A};
1* magol[xJ = x * MATRIX_A for x0,1 /

if (mti >= N) { 1* generate N words at one time *1
mt kk;
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if (mti N+ 1) 1* if sgenrand() has not been called, /
sgenrand(4357); / a default initial seed is used */

for (kk=0;kk<N-M;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPER MASK)I(mt[kk+ 1 ]&LOWER MASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk+M] ' (y>> 1) A magol[y & Oxi];

}

for (;kk<N- 1 ;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPER MASK)I(mt[kk+l ]&LOWER MASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk+(M-N)] A

(v>> 1) A magOl[y & Oxi];

y = (mt[N- 1]&UPPER MASK)ftmt[0]&LOWER MASK);
mt[N-l] = mt[M-1] A (y>> 1) A magol[y & Oxi];

mti = 0;
}

y mt[mti++];
y Az TEMPERING_SHIFT_U(y);
y Az TEMPERING SHIFT S(y) & TEMPERING_MASK_B;
y Az TEMPERIENG_SHIFT_T(y) & TEMPERING_MASK_C;
y Az TEMPERING_SHIFT_L(y);

return ( (double)y * 2.3283064365386963e-l0 ); /* reals: [0,1)-interval */
/ return y; *11* for integer generation *1

}

main()

float field(int i, mt h, mt k, mt i, mt xdim, mt ydim, mt zdim, float * spin, float
j un, floatj lout, floatj2out);

mt shall_i_switch(float energyl, float energy2, float kT);
void random_lattice(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax);
void AFM1(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax);
void AFM2(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax);
void AFM3(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax);
void AFM4(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax);
void parameters(void);
mt get_xdim(void);
mt get_ydim(void);
mt get_zdim(void);
hit y_or_n(void);
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mt
a, b, c, h, i, j, k, 1, ii, hoe, koe, be, xdim, ydim, zdim, scyc, icyc, dcyc, tnum;

I/counting variables
float magmoment, value, sign, temperature, inittemp, tstep, ji, ji in, ji out, j2,

j2in, j2out, totalenergy;
float *5pfl;

float testvalue[3], magmom[3], analiz[3] [4], kmag[4];
float tempx, tempy, tempz, energy 1, energy2, normal, thefield, thespin, sqord;
char happy, answer;

FILE *afp, *paramfp, *hjstfp; I/*afp points to the file containing the
array of spins/I

sgenrand((long int)time(NULL)); I/seeding random number generator

do I/Getting the input for the lattice size

xdim = get_xdim;
ydim = getjrdim;
zdim = get_zdimQ;
printf("Dimensions are %d by %d by %d.\nDo you wish to modify these

values?(y or n)\n", xdim, ydim, zdim);
}while( !y_or_nO);

getcharO;
printf("\nWhich initialization do you prefer?");
printf("\n\nEnter:\nO for random\nl for AFM 1\n2 for AFM 2\n3 for AFM 3\n4

for AFM 4\n");
answer = getcharQ;

switch(answer)

case '0':
random lattice(xdim, ydim, zdim);
happy = 1;
break;

case '1':
AFM1(xdim, ydim, zdim);
happy = 1;
break;
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case '2':
AFM2(xdim, ydim, zdim);
happy= 1;
break;

case '3':
AFM3(xdim, ydim, zdim);
happy = 1;
break;

case '4':
AFM4(xdim, ydim, zdim);
happy = 1;
break;

default:
printf("\nFollow instructions this time.");
happy = 0;
}

}while(!happy);

parametersO; I/Gets parameters
spin malloc(xdim*ydim*zdim* 3 * sizeof(float));

I/Dynamically allocating for spin lattice.

if(! spin)

{

printf("Memory request failed.\n");
exit( 1);

if((afp=fopen(" spinfile.dat", "r"))==NULL)
{

printf("\ncamiot access spin file\n");
exit(1);

}

if(aramfp=fopen(" startparams.dat", "r"))NULL)
{

printf("\ncannot access parameter file\n");
exit(1);

}

if((histfp=fopen("history.dat", "a"))=NULL)
{

printf("\ncannot access history file\n");
exit(1);
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fscanf(paramfp, "%f %f %d", &inittemp, &tstep, &tnum);
fscanfQaramfp, "%d %d %d", &scyc, &lcyc, &dcyc);
fscanf(paramfp, "%f%f%f', &jl, &jlin, &jlout);
fscanfQaramfp, "%f%f%f' &j2, &j2in, &j2out);

temperature = inittemp;
jim jlin*jl;
jiout jlout*jl;
j2out =j2out*j2;
j2in =j2*j2in;

II******************Puuing values in the spin array************II

for (i=0; i<(xdim) ; i++)

for (j0; j<(ydim) ; j++)
{

for (k0; k<(zdim); k++)
{

for (1=0; 1<3; 1++)

fscanf(afp, "%f', &value);
*(spin + 1 + 3*k + 3*zdim*j +3*zdim*ydim*i) = value;

}

/I******************done putting values in array*****************I/

//***************Going through Dry Cycles***********************/I
for(c=0; c<dcyc; c++) //"Dry Cycle"

{

totalenergy=0; I/zeroing energy and magnetization

for (h=0; h<(xdim) ; h++)
{

for (k0; k<(ydim) ; k++)
{

for (1=0; 1<(zdim); 1++)

energy 1 = 0;
energy2 = 0;
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hoe =h%2;
koe=k%2;
loe1%2;

I/generating a random spin to test for switching
tempx = 1 -2 * genrand;
tempy = 1 -2 * genrand;
tempz = 1 -2 * genrand;

norma1O;

normal=sqrt(tempx*tempx+tempy*tempy+te
mpz*tempz);

testvalue[OJ = tempx/normal;
testvalue[ 1] = tempy/normal;
testvalue[2] = tempz/normal;

for (i=O; i<3; i++)

thefield
field(i,h,k,1, xdim, ydim, zdim,spin, ji in,
j lout, j2out);
thespin *(spin + i + 3*h + 3*k*xdim +
3*xdim*ydjm*1);
energy 1 + (thefield * thespin);
energy2 += testvalue[i] * thefield;

if (shall_i_switch(energy 1, energy2,
temperature))

*(spjn + 3*xdim*ydim*1 + 3*xdim*k + 3*h)
= testvalue[O];
*(spin + 3*xdim*ydim*1 + 3*xdim*k + 3*h
+ 1) = testvalue[l];
*(spin + 3*xdim*ydjm*1 + 3*xdjm*k + 3*h

+ 2) testvalue{2];
totalenergy += energy2;

I/just switched

if(! shalliswitch(energy 1 ,energy2,temperature))
{

totalenergy + energy 1;
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} I/No switching

}

}

}

} I/Dry Cycle ends

I/Monte Carlo stepping through the lattice and recording values
for(a0; a<tnum; a++) I/Temperature loop

{

for(b0; b<lcyc; b++) //"Large Cycle"
{

for(c=0; c<scyc; c++) II"Small Cycle"
{

totalenergy0; I/zeroing energy and magnetization
for (i0; i<3; i++)
{

for (ii=O; ii<4; ii++)
{

magmom[i]0;
analiz[i] [ii]=O;

}

}

for (h0; h<(xdim) ; h++)
{

for (k=O; k<(ydim) ; k++)
{

for (1=0; 1<(zdim); l++)

{

energyl = 0;
energy2 =0;
hoe =b%2;
koe=k%2;
loe=l%2;

I/generating a random spin to test for switching
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tempx 1 - 2 * genrandO;
tempy = 1 -2 * genrand;
tempz = 1 - 2 * genrandO;

normal=O;

normal=sqrt(tempx*tempx+tempy*tempy+tempz*tempz);
testvalue[O] = tempxlnormal;
testvalue[1] = tempy/normal;
testvalue[2] = tempz/normal;

for (i0; i<3; i++)
{

thefield =

field(i,h,k,1, xdim, ydim, zdim,spin, ji in,
j lout, j2out);

thespin = *(spjn + j + 3*h + 3*k*xdim +
3 *xdjm*ydjm*J);

energy 1 += (thefield * thespin);
energy2 += testvalue[i] * thefield;

sign=2*((h+1)%2)1; I/This is OK (plane 1)
analiz[i] [0] += sign*thespin;

I/Next sequence is plane 2
sign = 1; I/plane 2 is good now

if((!hoe && koe && !loe) JJ (hoe && !koe && !loe) (hoe && !koe &&
be) (!hoe && koe & be))

sign=-1;
analiz[i] [1] += sign*thespin;

I/analiz[x,y, or z] [] is "analyzed magnetization" ofone site

I/plane 3
sign=2*(h%2)1;

I/meaning the layers are multiplied by +1- for antiferromagnetic layers
analiz[i] [2] += sign*thespin;

I/plane 4
sign=2*((h+k+l)%2)1; I/This is OK
analiz[i] [3] += sign*thespin;

magmom[i] += thespin;
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if(shall_i_switch(energy 1 ,energy2,temperature))

{

*(spjn + 3*xdjm*ydjm*1 + 3*xdjm*k + 3*h)
= testvalue [0];
*(spjn + 3*xdjm*ydjm*1 + 3*xdjm*k + 3*h

+ 1) = testvalue[1];
*(spjn + 3*xdjm*ydjm*1 + 3*xdjm*k + 3*h

+ 2) testvalue[2];
totalenergy + energy2;

} I/just switched
if (!shall_i_switch(energy 1,
energy2,temperature))
{

totalenergy + energy 1;

} I/No switching

} I/Small Cycle ends
for(iiO;ii<=3 ;ii++)

magmoment+=magmom[ii];
kmag[ii]=O.0;
for(i0;i<2;i++)

{

kmag [ii] += analiz[i] [ii] *analiz[i] [ii];

kmag[ii]=sqrt(kmag[ii])/(xdim * ydim * zdim);
}

printf("\nTemperature = %f\t %d of %d steps\t Energy = %f\tMag.
Mom. = %f\n?t, temperature, scyc*b, scyc*lcyc, totalenergy,
magmoment);
} I/Large Cycle Ends

sqord kmag[O]*kmag[O] + kmag[1]*kmag[1] + kmag[2]*kmag{2] +
kmag[3]*kmag[3];
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fprintf(histf, "\n%2.3f\t%6.6f\t%2.5f\t%2.5f\t%2.5f\t%2.5f\t% 1 .5f',
temperature, totalenergy, kmag[O, kmag[1 J, kmag[2J, kmag[3], sqord);

temperature+=tstep;
} I/Temperature Cycle Ends

fclose(paramfp);
fclose(afp);
fclose(histf);

}

//****************END MAIN FUNCTION************************//
I/*********************************************************/I

//**********************************************************I/
//********The following three function**********************//
//*******get the dimensions ofthe lattice******************II
//**********************************************************//

mt get xdim()

mt xd;
char ans;

printf("\nEnter number of lattice points in x direction.\n");
scanf("%d", &xd);
return(xd);

mt getydim()

mt yd;
char ans;

printf("\nEnter number of lattice points in y direction.\n");
scanf("%d", &yd);
return(yd);

mt get_zdim()

intzd;
char ans;
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printf("\nEnter number of lattice points in z direction.\n");
scanf("%d", &zd);
return(zd);

//****************************************************************/I
/1* * * * * * * * * * This function produces a lattice of randomly oriented spins * * * *
I/***************************************************************/I

void random_lattice(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax)

mt answer, i, j, k;
float tempx, tempy, tempz, normalx, normaly, normalz, normal;
FILE *outfilel;

outfile 1 fopen(" spinfile.dat", "w");

I/****************writing initial spins to file********//
for (i=0; i<xmax; j++)

{for (j0;j<ymax;j++)
{for (k=0; k<zmax; k++)

{

tempx = 1 - 2 * genrandO;
tempy = 1 -2 * genrandO;
tempz = 1 - 2 * genrandO;

normal=0;

normal=sqrt(tempx*tempx+tempy*tempyitempz*tempz);
normaix = tempx!normal;
normaly = tempy/normal;
normalz = tempz/normal;
fprintf(outfile 1, "%7.5f %7.5f %7.5f\n", normaix,

normaly, normalz);

fclose(outfile 1);
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* * * * * * * *1/

//**************This function verifies the starting parameters*************//
I/*****************************************************************
********I/

void parameters(void)

{

char answer;
mt tnum, scyc, icyc, dcyc, a;
float inittemp, tstep, ji, j un, j lout, j2, j2in, j2out;
FILE *infilel, *outfilel;

infilel =fopen("spinfile.dat", "r");

if ((outfile 1 = fopen("startparams.dat", "r"))NULL)
{

printf("\nCreating parameter file\n't); I/This loop creates a file
inittemp=O, tstep=O, tnum=O;
scyc=O, lcyc=O, dcyc=O;
j1O, jliiv=O,jlout=0;
j2=O, j2in=O, j2out=O;

fscanf(outfile 1, "%f %f %d", &inittemp, &tstep, &tnum);
fscanf(outfilel, "%d %d %d", &scyc, &lcyc, &dcyc);
fscanf(outfile 1, "%f %f %f', &j 1 &j 1 in, &j lout);
fscanf(outfilel, "%f%f%f', &j2, &j2in, &j2out);

II*******Check to see if the file is empty********II
//***********If empty, enter va!ues***************II

if (feof(outfile 1))

inittemp=O, tstep=O, tnum=O;
scyc=O, lcyc=O, dcycO;
jl=O, j linO, jloutO;
j2=O, j2inO, j2out=O;

fclose(outfile 1);
outfile 1 =fopen("startparams.dat", "w");

I/**********verifying starting parameters*********II
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getchar;
printf("\nCurrent starting parameters are as follows:");
printf("\nl. Initial Temp. = %2.3f\tStep size = %2.3f\tNumber of
steps = %d", inittemp, tstep, tnum);
printf("\n2. Small cycles = %d\t\tLarge cycles = %d\tDry cycles =
%d", scyc, lcyc, dcyc);
printf("\n3. J1(bulk) = %2.3f\tJl(in plane) = %2.3f\tJl(out of
plane) = %2.3f',jl,jlin,jlout);
printf("\n4. J2(bulk) = %2.3ftJ2(in plane) = %2.3f\tJ2(out of
plane) = %2.3f',j2,j2in,j2out);
printf("\nEnter the line number you wish to edit. Press \"a\" to
accept and continue.\n");

answer = getchar;

/I*****************Changes Menu****************II

switch(answer)

case '1':
printf("\nPlease enter the starting temperature(kT/J), the

temperature step size, and the number of steps (e.g. 1.2 .01
1 5).\n");

scanf("%f%f%d", &inittemp, &tstep, &tnum);
break;
case '2':
printf("\nPlease enter number of small cycles, number of

large cycles, number of dry cycles (e.g. 10 600 200).\n");
scanf("%d %d %d", &scyc, &lcyc, &dcyc);
break;
case '3':
printf("\nPlease enter values for Ji, J 1 (in plane), J 1 (out of

plane) (e.g. -.5 1 1).\n");
scanf("%f %f%f', &j 1 &j un, &j lout);
break;
case '4':
printf("\nlPlease enter values for J2, J2(in plane), J2(out of

plane) (e.g. -.5 1 1).\n");
scanf("%f %f %f', &j2, &j2in, &j2out);
break;
case 'a':
answer=5;
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}while (answer!=5);
frintf(outfile 1, "%f %f %d\n", inittemp, tstep, tnum);
fprintf(outfilel, "%d %d %d\n", scyc, icyc, dcyc);
fprintf(outfile 1, "%f %f %f\n", ji, ji in, ji out);
fprintf(outfilel, "%f %f %f\n", j2, j2in, j2out);

fclose(outfile 1);
fclose(infile 1);

*1/

or n returns 1 for a no, 0 for yes or other key*******************//

mt y_orn(void)

{

char happy;

getchar;
switch(getchar)

{

case
happy = 1;
break;

case 'y':
happy =0;
break;

default:
happy = 0;
break;

return(happy);

//****************************************************************//

I/**********Tls function tests whether to switch*****************II
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//********************the spin at a site.*************************II

//****************************************************************II

mt shall_i_switch(float energy 1, float energy2, float kT)

float prob, test;
//*******************To switch or not to switch*****************//
//***Returns 1 if energy2 is to be kept, 0 if enrgyl is to be kept***I/
prob = exp(-(energy2-energyl)/kT);
test = (float)genrandQ;
if(energy2 <energy 1)

return( 1);

else if(prob>test)

return( 1);

}

else if(prob<test)
return(0);

}

I/****************************************************************I/

/I************This program returns the effective******************II
I/**************field at the site [h,k,l] when
II****************it has a spin of va1ue************************/I
//**************NOTE: it is only in one dimension.***************II

/!****************************************************************//

float field(int i, mt h, mt k, mt 1, mt xdim, mt ydim, mt zdim, float * spin, float ji in,
floatj lout, float j2out)

{

mt hup, hdw, kup, kdw, lup, ldw, l2up, l2dw, k2up, k2dw;
float efc, petot;

hup(h+ 1)%xdim;
hdw=(h + xdim -1) % xdim;
kup(k+l) % ydim;
kdw=(k + ydim -1) % ydim;
lup=(l + 1) % zdim;
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ldw=(1 + zdjm - 1) % zdim;
l2up = (1 +2) % zdim;
l2dw (1+ zdim - 2) % zdim;
k2up = (k +2) % ydim;
k2dw (k + ydim -2) % ydim;

petotO.O;
efc=O.O;

efc +=jlin * (*(spjn + lup*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + h*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1up*ydim*xdim*3 + kdw*xdim*3 + h*3 + i)
+ *(spin + lup*ydim*xdim*3 + kup*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + lup*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + kdw*xdim*3 + h*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + kdw*xdim*3 + hup*3 +

efc +j lout * (*(spin+ 1*ydim*xdim*3 + kup*xdim*3 +h*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + kup*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i)
+ *(spin + Idw*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + h*3 +

efe + j2out * (*(spjn + l*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1*ydjm*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i)
+ *(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + k2up*xdim*3 + hdw*3 +

efc +=jlout * (*(spjn + ldw*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i)
+ *(spin + ldw*ydim*xdim*3 + kdw*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i)
+ *(spin + ldw*ydim*xdim*3 + kup*xdim*3 + h*3 +

efe +=j2out * (*(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + k2dw*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i)
+ *(spin + I2dw*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i)
+ *(spin + l2up*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i))

1* printf("\n\nNNN Neighbors:\n %f %f %f, *1
1* *(spjn + 1*ydim*xdim*3 + k2dw*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i), *1
1* *(spjn + l2dw*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hup*3 + i), *1
1* *(spjn + I2up*ydim*xdim*3 + k*xdim*3 + hdw*3 + i)); *1

return(efc);
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11* * * * * * *The following 3 functions allow for initially ordered states* * * * * * * *1/

void AFM1(int xmax, jilt ymax, mt zmax)

mt answer, h, k, 1, sign;
float normaix, normaly, normalz;
FILE *outfilel;

outfile 1 = fopen("spinfile.daf', "w");

I!****************writing initial spins to file********II
for (h0; h<xmax; h++)

{for (k0; k<ymax; k++)
{for (1=0; 1<zmax; 1++)

{

sign2*((h+1)%2) 1;
normaix = sign*1.0;
normaly 0;
normalz =0;

fprintf(outfile 1, "%7.5f %7.5f %7.5f\n", normaix,
normaly, normalz);

fclose(outfile 1);

void AFM2(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax)

mt answer, h, k, 1, sign, hoe, koe, be;
float normaix, normaly, normalz;
FILE *outfile 1;

outfilel = fopen("spinfile.dat", "w");

//****************wrjting initial spins to file********//
for (h=0; h<xmax; h++)
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{for (k0; k<ymax; k++)
{for (10; 1<zmax; l++)

{

hoe
koe=k%2;
loe=l%2;

sign= 1;
if((!hoe && koe && !loe)

II
(hoe && !koe && !loe)

II
(hoe

&& !koe && be) (!hoe && koe & be))
sign=-1;

sign=2*((l+k)%2) 1;
normaix sign*l.0;
normaly = 0;
normalz = 0;
fprintf(outfile 1, "%7.5f %7.5f %7.5f\n", normaix,

normaly, normalz);

fclose(outfile 1);

void AFM3(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax)

mt answer, h, k, 1, sign;
float normaix, normaly, normalz;
FILE *outfilel;

outfile 1 = fopen(" spinfiIe.dat, "w");

//****************writing initial spins to file********/I
for (1=0; 1<zmax; l++)

{for (k0; k<ymax; k++)
{for (h0; h<xmax; h++)

{

sign=2*(h%2)1;
normaix = sign*1 .0;
normaly = 0;
normalz 0;
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fprintf(outfile 1, '%7.5f %7.5f %7.5f\n", normaix,
normaly, normalz);

fclose(outfile 1);

void AFM4(int xmax, mt ymax, mt zmax)

mt answer, h, k, 1, sign;
float normaix, normaly, normalz;
FILE *outfijel;

outfile 1 = fopen("spinfile.daf', "w");

//****************writing initial spins to file********II
for (h=0; h<xmax; h++)

{for (k0; k<ymax; k++)
{for (1=0; l<zmax; l++)

{

sign=2* ((h+k+1)%2)- 1;
normaix = sign*1 .0;
normaly =0;
normalz = 0;
fprintf(outfile 1, "%2.7f %2.7f %2.7f\n", normalx,

normaly, normalz);

fclose(outfile 1);
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Appendix C

C++ Code for Thin Film and Superlattice Simulations

Header File for Superlattice Simulations

ifndef SPINCLASSH
#define SPINCLASSH

4include <cmath>
4include <fstream>
4inc1ude <iostream>

using namespace std;

class spin{
public:

double x, y, efcx, efcy; //efcx and efcy are effective fields
for the site

double energy(void)

return (x*efcx + y*efcy);

double angle (void)

return tanh(y/x);

void normalize (void)

double a;
a =
x /= sqrt(a*a +
y /= sqrt(a*a +

class magnetization{
public:

double x, y;

double magnitude (void)
{return sqrt(x*x + y*y);};

double angle (void)

(return atan2 (y, x) ; };

};

class lattice dim{
public:

mt x, y, thickness, layers, orientation;

void from_file (void)
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ifstream dim file("dimensions.dat");
if ( ! dim file)

x=1 0;

y=lo;
layers = 10;
thickness = 1;
orientation = 1;

else
dim_file >> x >> y >> layers >> thickness >> orientation;
dim file.close ()

void to_file (void)

ofstream dim file("dimensions.dat")
dim_file << x << "\t" << y << "\t" << layers << "\t" <<

thickness << "\t" << orientation;
dim file. close 0 ;

void menu (void)

mt choice2;
bool satisfied = false;
from_file 0;

do

cout << "\nCurrent dimensions are:\n\t"
<< x << " by << y << "\n\t'T
<< "in " << layers << "layers of thickness "

thickness
<< ".\nWith orientation\t" << orientation;

cout << "\n\nWhich of the following would you like to
modify?\n\n";

cout << "\tl. X dimension\n\t2. Y dimension\n\t3.
Number of layers.\n\t"

<< "4. Layer thickness.\n\t5. Orientation\n\tO.
Accept and continue\n";

cm >> choice2;

switch (choice2)

case 1:
cout << "\nEnter new value for x dimension.\n";
cm >> x;
break;

case 2:
cout << "\nEnter new value for y dimension.\n";
cm >> y;
break;

case 3:
cout << "\nHow many layers?";
cm >> layers;
break;



case 4:
cout << "\n}-Iow many monolayers per layer?\n";
cm >> thickness;
break;

case 5:
cout << "\nChoose an initial orientation:\n"

<< "1. Random Orientation\n"
<< "2. Perfect ferromagnetic ordering\n"
<< "3. From file\n"

cm >> orientation;
break;

case 0:
satisfied = true;

}while ( ! satisfied);
to_file ;

class parameter{
public:

mt smcyc, lgcyc, nost, drycyc; //nost is number of steps
double ji, j2, tinit, t_inc, ccn0, ccnl, ccn2, ccn3;
void from_file (void)

ifstream paramfile("params.dat");
if (!param file)

cerr << "\n****Failed to open paramfile****\n
<< ****Default values given****\nu';

nest = 1;
t_init = 1.0;
t_inc = .01;
jl = -.5;
j2 = 1.0;
ccn0 = 0.0;
ccnl = 0.0;
ccn2 = 0.0;
ccn3 = 0.0;
smcyc = 10;
lgcyc = 500;
drycyc = 200;

else

param file >> tinit;
param file >> t_inc;
param file >> nest;
param file >> ji;
param file >> j2;
param file >> ccnO;
param file >> ccnl;
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pa ram_fl le

pa ram_fl le

param file
paramf lie
param file

param file, close ()

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

ccn2;
ccn3;
smcyc;
lgcyc;
drycyc;

void to_file (void)

ofstream paramfile("params.dat");
param file << t mit << !!\tfl << tinc << v\fn << nost

<< "\t" << ji << "\t" << j2 << "\t" << ccnO << "\t"
<< ccnl << "\t" << ccn2 << "\t"
<< ccn3 << U\fl << smcyc << '\t" << lgcyc << T!\t <<

drycyc;
param file. close ;

void menu (void)

bool wayout = false;
mt option;
from_file 0;

do

cout

<< "\n%%%%%%%%%%%% Initial Parameters MenucOogOO\ \ .7
0_b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \ \fl

<< "\nl Initial Temperature \t\t\t\t\t" <<
t_init

t_inc

steps\t\t\t\t"oz<nost

constant) \t\t"<<ccnO

<< U\ Temperature Increment\t\t\t\t\t" <<

<< "\n3 Number of temperature

<< "\n4 Jl(NN constant)\t\t\t\t\t77<<jl

<< "\n5 J2(NNN constant)\t\t\t\t\t"<<j2
<< "\n6 CCNO(Oth cousin interlayer coupling

<< "\n7 CCN1\t\t\t\t\t\t\t" << ccnl
<< T'\n8 CCN2\t\t\t\t\t\t\t" << ccn2
<< "\n9 CCN3\t\t\t\t\t\t\t" << ccn3
<< "\nlO Small Cycles\t\t\t\t\t" << smcyc
<< "\nll Large Cycles\t\t\t\t\t" << lgcyc
<< "\nl2 Dry Cycles \t\t\t\t\t" << drycyc
<< "\nO Accept and Continue\n";

cm >> option;

switch (option)

case 1:
cout << "\nPlease enter new starting

temperature. \n"
cm >> t_init;
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break;

case 2:
cout << "\nPlease enter new temperature

increment\n";
cm >> t_inc;

break;

case 3:

cout << "\nPlease enter number of
temperature steps\n";
cm >> nost;

break;

case 4:
cout << "\nPlease enter NN coupling
constant (J1) \n";

cm >> ji;
break;

case 5:
cout << "\nplease enter NNN coupling
constant (J2) \n";

cm >> j2;
break;

case 6:
cout << "\nPlease enter 0th cousin
interlayer coupling constant (ccn0) \n";

cm >> ccn0;
break;

case 7:
cout << "\nPlease enter 1st cousin
interlayer coupling constant (ccnl) \n!!;

cm >> ccnl;
break;

case 8:
cout << '1\nPlease enter 2nd cousin
interlayer coupling constant (ccn2) \n";

cm >> ccn2;
break;

case 9:
cout << "\nPlease enter 3d cousin
interlayer coupling constant (ccn2) \n";

cm >> ccn3;
break;

case 10:
cout <<"\nPlease enter number of small
cycles. \n";



FE!!

cm >> smcyc;
break;

case 11:
cout << "\nPlease enter number of large
cycles. \V!;

cm >> lgcyc;
break;

case 12:
cout << "\nPlease enter number of dry
cycles. \n";

cm >> drycyc;
break;

case 0:
wayout = true;
break;

default:
cout << option << "1? That's not a
choice! \n";

break;

}while( !wayout);
to_file ;

tendif //SPINCLASSH
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Monte Carlo Program for Simulating Superlattices

linclude <lostream>
4include "spinclass h"
#include <cstdlib>
#include <fstream>
include <cstring>

itinclude <sys/stat.h>
#include <time.h>

mt main()

mt a,b,c,i,j, h , k , 1 , hmax, kmax, lmax, hup, kup, lup, hdw,
kdw, ldw, h2up, h2dw, k2up, k2dw;
mt lay, pitches = 0, strikes = 0, hh, kk, 11;
const mt length = 128;
char familydir[128], buffer[128}, family[l28), junk, cuff[128];
double energyl, energy2,kT, ccn0, ccnl, ccn2, ccn3, change,
valuel, value2, efcx, efcy, magx, magy;
double magave, value, angle, aveave;

lattice_dim s;
parameter param;

param.menu; //setting parameters
s.menu; //getting dimensions of lattice
hmax = s.x;
kmax = s.y;
lmax = s.layers * s.thickness;
ccn0 = param.ccno;
ccnl = param.ccnl;
ccn2 = param.ccn2;
ccn3 = param.ccn3;
cout << "h, k, 1 maxima: << hmax << kmax << lmax;
srand48 ((long int) time (NULL));
//3g000000009goo9g000000000000000000000 0000000099999.I / 000 o6666 00000 O6 000 000000
/ I 99900 99O 0 0 990 0000000000000 699/ / 000000000000000000 000050006565-6o ot666S000 00000000000
//%%%%%%%%%%Cetting File Names for Data%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
//%%%%%%%%%%And creating directory for this run%%%%%%%/ /990 990 0000 90 000 990 99/ 000 00000 0000000000 0 000000 00 06660 00000 00000000060000 0
/ /9Q9 0000 990 0 0 90 000000 0 0000 00// 00000000000000000000006000666i6005656600000000 00000

cout << "\n\nPlease choose a name for this run:\t";
cin.get(junk); I/not sure why i need this....
cin.get (family, length);

if(mkdir(family, 0777))

cerr << "\nUnable to create directory";
exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
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strcpy(buffer, "./");
strcat (buffer, family);

cout << "\nNew directory created:\t" << buffer <<"\n";
strcpy(familydir, buffer);
strcat (familydir, U/U);

strcpy(buffer, familydir);
strcpy(cuff, family);
strcat (cuff, !1. ful");

strcat (buffer, cuff);
ofstream fullfile(buffer); //outfile2 writes to

family/family. ful

/ /00000000000000009000900000000000000030000 Q90 99393999/ / 0 0 00 000000 OD 0000000000
//%%%%%%%%%Done Getting file name%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
/ /9000900009000000999099000000000000000000009999999999II

magnetization totalmag;
magnetization *layermag = new magnetization[s.layers];

double *average = new double[s.layers];

spin *lattice = new spin[hmax * kmax * lmax];
spin testspin;

spin efc; //efc is the effective field, but we will store it as a
spin type to take use the

//x any y components of spin type.

//initializing lattice

for (h=O;h<hmax;h++)

hup=(h+l) % hmax;
hdw=(h+hmax-l) % hmax;
h2up=(h+2) % hmax;
h2dw=(h+hmax-2) % hmax;

for (k=0; k<kmax; k++)

kup=(k+l) %kmax;
kdw= (k+kmax-l) %kmax;

k2up= (k+2) %kmax;

k2dw=(k+kmax-2) %kmax;

if(s.orientation != 1)

{valuel = 1.0;
value2 = 0.0;

if(s.orientation == 3)

cout << "\nPlease input relative pathnaxne for
file containing spin configuration."

<< "\n\te.g. \". ./directory/fileV"
<< "\nNote that files containing lattices

of different dimensions"
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<< "\nthan specified will be alterred.";
cin.get(junk);
cin.get(buffer, length);

ifstream spinfile (buffer);

for (1=0; l<lmax; l++)

if(s.orientation == 1)
{valuel = 2.0 * drand48() 1.0;
value2 = 2.0 * drand48() 1.0;

// if(s.orientation == 3) //getting spinfile from
file
//

/1 if ( (valuel << spinfile)
// {valuel == l.0;}
1/ if (! (value2 << spinfile))
// {valuel == 1.0;
// value2 == 0.0;
//

//

lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].x = valuel;
lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + 1] .y = value2;
lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + 1] .normalize;

lup=(1+1)
ldw=(1-1)
lay = 1/s.thickness;

totalmag.x=0 .0;
totalmag. y=0. 0;

for(i=0; i<s.layers; i++)

layermag[i].x = 0.0;
layermag[i].y = 0.0;

for(hh=0; hh<hmax; hh++)
{for(kk=0; kk<kmax; kk++)

{for(l1=0; ll<lmax; 1l++)
(totalmag.x += lattice[hh*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kk +

11] .x;

totalmag.y += lattice[hh*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kk +
11] .y;

magx += lattice {hh*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kk + 11] .x;
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magy += lattice[hh*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kk + ll].y;
//insert layers info here
layermag[ll/s.thickness] .x +=

lattice[hh*kmax*]jnax+ ILmax*kk + IL1].x;

layermag[ll/s.thickness] .y +
lattice[hh*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kk + lll.y;

I/getting averages of values

totalmag.x 1= hmax*kmax*lmax;
tota]mag.y 1= hmax*kmax*max;
magx /= hmax*klnax*lmax;
cout << u\nMagx = << magx
magy /= hmax*kmax*lmax;
cout << r!\tMagy = " << magy <<"\t";
cout << "\nTemperature is\t" << kT <<

".\tNagnetization is\t'T << sqrt(magx*magx + magy*magy) << "\tat
angle of\t" << totalmag.angle;

for(i=O; i<s.iayers; i++)

layermag[i] .x /= hmax*kmax*s.thickness;
layermag[i] .y /= hmax*kmax*s.thickness;

cout << "\nLayer << i << "\t magnetization is:\t" <<
layermag[i] .magnitude 0;

cout << "\nEnter to continue\n";
cin.get(junk);
cin.get (junk);

kT = param.tinit;
for(a = 0; a < param.nost; a++)

for(b=0; b<param.lgcyc; b++)

for(c=O; c<param.smcyc; c++)

for(h=0; h<hmax; h++)

hup=(h+l) % hmax;
hdw=(h+hmax-l) % hmax;
h2up=(h+2) % hmax;
h2dw=(h+hmax-2) % hmax;

for(k=O; k<kmax; k++)

kup= (k+1) %kmax;

kdw= (k+kmax-l) %kmax;
k2up=(k+2)%kmax;
k2dw=(k+kmax-2) %kmax;
for(l=O; l<lmax; l++)

pitches++;
lup=(l+l);
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ldw=(l-1)

//Getting random spin
testspin.x = 2.0*drand48() 1.0;
testspin.y = 2.0*drand48() 1.0;

testspin.normalizeO;

efcx = 0.0;
efcy = 0.0;

efcx += param.jl * (latticeEhup
lmax*k + 1) .x +

lattice[hdw *Jax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].x +
lattice[h *kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup + l].x +
lattice[h *kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw + 1].x);

efcy += param.jl * (lattice[hup
*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + 1] .y +
lattice[hdw *kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].y +
lattice[h lmax*kup + 1] .y +
lattice[h *kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw + l].y);

if(1%s.thickness 0) I/not on bottom of layer

efcx += param.jl *
(lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
ldw] .x);

efcy += param.jl *
(lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
ldw] .y);

if((l%s.thickness) (s.thickness 1))
// not top monolayer of layer

efcx += param.jl *
(lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + lup].x);

efcy += param.jl *
(lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + lup].y);

if(l%s.thickness == 0 && ldw >= 0)
I/cousin contributions for down layer

efcx += ccn0 * lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k
+ ldwj.x + ccnl *

(lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + ldw].x
+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k
+ldw] .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
ldw] .x

+ lattice {h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] .x)
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+ ccn2 * (lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+
lmax*kup + ldw] .x
+ lattice [hup*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] .x

+ lattice [hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
ldw] .x

+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] .x)

+ ccn3 * (lattice[h2up*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + ldw] .x
+ lattice [h2dw*kmax*llnax+ lmax*k +
ldw] .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2dw +
ldw] .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2up +
ldw] .x);

efcy += ccnO * lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k
+ ldw].y

+ ccnl * (lattice[hup*krnax*lmax+
lmax*k + ldw].y
+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
ldw] .y
+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
ldw] .y
+ lattice [h*kmax*lrnax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] .y)

+ ccn2 * (lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+

lmax*kup + ldw] .y
+ lattice [hup*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] .y
+ lattice [hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
ldw] .y
+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ldw] y)
+ ccn3 * (lattice[h2up*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + ldw] .y
+ lattice {h2dw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
ldw] .y
+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2dw +
ldw] .y
+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2up +
ldw] .y);

if(l%s.thickness == (s.thickness-l) && lup
<= (lmax-2))

efcx += ccnO * lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k
+ lup].x

+ ccnl * (lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + lup].x

+ lattice [hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
lupi .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
lup] .x
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+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
lup] .x)

+ ccn2 * (lattice {hup*kmax*lmax+
lmax*kup + lup] .x

+ lattice [hup*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
ILup] .x

+ lattice [hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
lup] .x

+ lattice [hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
lup] .x)

+ ccn3 * (lattice[h2up*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + lup].x

+ lattice [h2dw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
lup] .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2dw +
lup] .x

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2up +
lup] .x);

efcy += ccnO * lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k
+ lup].y

+ ccnl * (lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + lup] .y

+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
lup] .y

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
lup] .y

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
lup] .y)

+ ccn2 * (lattice[hup*kmax*lmax+
lmax*kup + lup] .y

+ lattice [hup*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
lup] .y

+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kup +
lup] .y

+ lattice[hdw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*kdw +
lup] .y)

+ ccn3 * (lattice[h2up*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + lup].y

+ lattice[h2dw*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
lup] .y

+ lattice [h*krnax*lraax+ lmax*k2dw +

lup] .y

+ lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k2up +
lup] .y);

I/effective field calculated
energyl = lattice [h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k +
l].x * efcx +
lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].y * efcy;

energy2 = efcx * testspin.x;
energy2 += efcy * testspin.y;

valuel = drand48;
value2 = exp((energyl energy2)/kT);

//switching probability
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if(valuel < value2) I/switching

strikes++;

lattice[h*krnax*lrnax+ llnax*k + l].x =
testspin.x;
//changing spins

lattice[h*klnax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].y =
testspin.y; //changing spins

}//end if(changing) loop
}//end 1 loop

}//end k loop
}//end h loop

}//end sm cycles
//calculate magnetizations and characteristics and send to .ful

//file.
//add values to averages
totalmag . x=0 .0;
totalmag . y=0 .0;
for(i=0; i<s.layers; i++)

layermag[i].x = 0.0;
layermag[i].y = 0.0;

for(h=0; h<hmax; h++)
{for(k=0; k<kmax; k++)

{for(l=0; l<lmax; l++)
{totalmag.x += lattice [h*kmax*lmax+
lmax*k + 1] .x;
totalmag.y += lattice[h*kmax*lmax+

lmax*k + l].y;
I/insert layers info here

layermag[l/s.thickness] .x +=
lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].x;
layermag[l/s.thicknessj .y +=

lattice[h*kmax*lmax+ lmax*k + l].y;

//getting averages of values
totalmag.x /= hmax*kmax*lmax;
totalmag.y 1= hmax*kmax*lmax;

cout << "\n\n" << !T\t Switching Percentage is\t" <<
(double) ((double)strikes/(double)pitches)

cout << "\nTemperature is\t" << kT <<
".\tMagnetization is\t" << totalrnag.magnitude() << \tat angle

of\t1'
<< totalmag.angle;

cout << "\nMagx =\t" << totalmag.x << "\nMagy =\t" <<
totalmag .

cout << "\n" << a+l << "\tof\t' << param.nost <<
"\ttemperature steps and";

cout << "\n" << b+l << "\tof\t" << param.lgcyc <<
"\tlarge cycles completed.\n";
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for(i=O; i<s.layers; i++)

layermag[i] .x 1= hmax * kmax * s.thickness;
layermag{i] .y 1= hinax * kinax * s.thickness;

//now write to .ful file
fuilfilLe << "\n" << kT << "\t" << totalmag.magnitude()

<< "\t" << totalmag.angle;
for(i=O; i<s.layers; i++)

fulifile << \t! << layermag[i].magnitude() <<
'\t' << layerrnag[i].angle;

}//end lg cycles
/ /99O 00 39O 0000000000000000000 Q0 0000 Q90 0fI 000 000 000 0 0 0 0 000000
//%%%%%%%%%%%%%write to kupa file%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
/ /90 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 0000 00 00 0//0000oot00000005000005ooStt50000000000 0000000000
if (a%2)

strcpy(cuff, familydir);
strcat(cuff, "kupaodd.dat");
ofstream kupalfile (cuff);

for(hO; h<hmax; h++)
{for(k=O; k<kmax; k++)

fot(l=O; l<hnax; 1+-i-)
{kupalfile << "\n' << lattice [h*kmax*lmax+

lmax*k + l].x
<< fl\!P << lattice [h*kmax*lmax+

lmax*k + l].y;

kupalfile.close;

if ( I a%2)

strcpy(cuff, familydir);
strcat (cuff, "kupaeven.dat");
ofstream kupaOfile (cuff);
for(h=O; h<hmax; h++)

{for(k=O; k<kmax; k++)
{for(l=O; l<lmax; l++)

{kupaOfile << l'\n'! << lattice[h*kmax*lmax +
lmax*k + 1] .x

<< "\t" << lattice [h*kmax*lmax
+ lmax*k + 1] .y;

kupaOfile.close;
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//write to .bri file
kT += param.tinc;
strikes = 0;
pitches = 0;

//end temperature cycles
fullfile. close 0;

strcpy(buffer, familydir);
strcpy(cuff, family);
strcat(cuff, I! ful")
strcat (buffer, cuff);
ifstream avgsource (buffer);

strcpy(buffer, familydir);
strcpy(cuff, family);
strcat (cuff, .avg");
strcat(buffer, cuff);
ofstream avgfile (buffer);

/ /0000 0 000 099Q 00 Q90 000000000 00 00 00 0 90 00 0
I / 0 o60 0 00 o6t 0 o66 a 0 0000 0/ /go 0 0 q0 000 90//00000005000000 00000t000tS000000000000
//insert averaging progam here %%%%%%%%%
If 0000000S00000o 00000t000t000000000000
/ /go 0 0 0 90 00000 0 000/ / 0000 0006o 0000 ot0000S0006t600 oo6600 000
for(a=0; a<param.nost; a++)

magave = 0; I/zeroing averages
for(i=O; i<s.layers; i++)

average[i] = 0;
for (i=0; i<param. lgcyc; i++)

avgsource >> kT >> value;

//Note that this gives the total M of the system
//not the average of the layers

if (i>=param.drycyc)
magave += value;

avgsource >> angle;

for(j=0; j<s.layers; j++)

avgsource >> value;
if (i>=param. drycyc)

average[j] += value;
avgsource >> angle;

magave /= (param.lgcyc param.drycyc);
avgfile << "\n' <<kT << "\t" << magave;
aveave = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<s.layers; i++)

average[i] /= (param.lgcyc param.drycyc);
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avgfiie << "\t" << average{i];
aveave += average[i];

aveave /= s.iayers; //average of averages for the layers
avgfile << "\t" << aveave;
}//Step to next temperature

//End averaging progam here
return 0;
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Appendix D

Monte Carlo Program for 10 Monolayer Superlattice with
Anisotropy

This C program was written by Tomasz Giebultowicz to examine the

effects of anisotropy in a superlattice. Up to third-cousin interactions were

considered. Anisotropy axes were assumed to be the [100] and [010] axes. This

was modified to [1101 and [1-10] axes for comparison.

#include <stdio.h>
4tinclude <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
void main()

mt dumm, junk;
mt i,ii,j,m,n,ng,lmc,tlomc,lwc,lrozb,lkt;
mt h,hup,hdw,h2up,h2dw,k,kup,kdw,k2up,k2dw,l,lup,ldw,lin,

lerr, n2aver, iwar;

mt iang[lO];
float pfl,pf2,pf3,pf4,pf5,f2aver;
float s[2] [100] [1001 [10],

ef[2],
magwar[2] [10] ,mwdlug[l0] ,mwarav[l0],
mmang[lO] ,phi,
magmom[2], znak,
anisc, cc0, ccl, cc2, cc3,

jl,sx,sy,sz,d,ptem,stem,jnkt,
initB, stepB, B,

etot, efc, totmag, eold, enew,

efx,efy,efz,efl,sukw,w,ww,rl,r2,r3,xnov,ynov,znov,xy,fi;

double doupom, d2aver,
esum, esq, eaver, cmag,

chi, magave, magsum, magsq;

char buff[1],cuff[36],duff[10] =
krotki[14] = "shortfil.dat ",dlugi[14]="longfile.dat ",

maglay[14] = "arstewki.dat ";

FILE
*infilel, *in file2, *out fuel, *out file2, *out file3, *outfile4,

*outfile5;

srand48((long int)time(NULL)); /* T'seeding" the rand. numb.
generator */
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1* % U##U Reading input data file #1I##
*/

infilel=fopen (input .dat", "r");
(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infilel);
(void)sscanf(cuff,"%f %f %d",&pfl,&pf2,&lkt);
ptem=pf 1;

stem=pf2;

(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infilel);
(void) sscanf (cuff, "%f %f", &initB, &stepB)

(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infilel);
(void)sscanf(cuff,"%d %d %d",&lmc,&lwc,&lrozb);
(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infilel);
(void)sscanf(cuff,"%f %f %f",&pfl,&pf2,&pf3);
jl=pfl;
anisc=pf2;
ccO=pf3;

(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infilel);
(void)sscanf(cuff,"%f %f %f",&pfl,&pf2,&pf3);

ccl=pf 1;

cc2=pf 2;

cc3=pf3;

printf("\n\nlnput data:\n\n%f %f %d\n",ptem,stem,lkt);
printf("%f %f\n",initB,stepB);
printf("%d %d %d\n",lmc,lwc,lrozb);
printf("%f %f %f \n",jl,anisc,ccO);
printf("%f %f %f\n",ccl,cc2,cc3)

(void) fgets (krotki, sizeof (krotki) , infilel);
krotki[12]='\O';
printf("\nBrief output file name: %s\n", krotki);

(void) fgets (dlugi, sizeof (dlugi) , infilel)
dlugi[12]='\O';
printf("Long output file name: %s\n",dlugi);

(void) fgets (maglay, sizeof (maglay) , infilel);
maglay[12]='\O';
printf("Nonolayer magnetization file name: %s\n",maglay);

if(fgets (duff,sizeof (duff) ,infilel) !=NULL)

printf("\n\n %s\n",duff)
printf(" Files with such numbers may already existH!\n");

printf("\nPause is everything O.K.? Press ENTER to proceed:
'V )

l=atoi (gets (buff));

(void) fclose (infilel);

infilel=fopeny'input.dat", "a");
(void) fprintf (infilel, "WARNING! \n")

(void) fclose (in filel)
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/* # #4t%#4#4###%## Finished reading input data ####U

/* ##%## t4## Reading the spin array #I###44##

intile2=fopen("kupalo.out", "r")

for(i=0;i <= 4; i++)
(void) fgets (cuff, sizeof (cuff) , infile2);

i=0;

while(fgets(cuff,sizeof(cuff),infile2) !=NULL)

(void)sscanf(cuff,'%f %f",&pfl,&pf2);
h=i%100;
k=(i%10000) /100;
l=i/10000;

s[0] [hi [k] [1]=pfl;

s[1] [hi [k] [1]=pf2;

i=i+1;

printf(" Total number of spins = %d\n",i);
(void) fclose(infiiLe2);

1* # #4itI Finished reading the spin array #4it###

fl## Checking if all spins have correct values ####i#

for(h=0;h<=99;h++)

for(k=0;k<=99;k++)

for (1=0; l<=9; 1++)

sx=s[0] [hi [ki [1];

sy=s[li [hi [ki [11;

d=sx*sx+sy*sy;

if(d < .999 II d > 1.001) { printf("Error in spin
reading\n
detected!\n");

printf(" h=%d, k=%d, l=%d\n",h,k,l);

/* % 4#%%t# %4HF##4H End check ########### 4#4# */



/* */

/* ####4t###### Actual calculations start here #####%41r */
/*

out filel=fopen (dlugi, "w");
out file2=fopen(krotki, "wt');

(void)fprintf (out fuel," BuS/PbS model, 10 EuS layers\nfl;
(void) fprintf (out filel,"%5.3f %6.3f %7.4f %7.4f %d\n",

ptem, stem, initB, stepB, lkt);

(void) fprintf (out fuel, "%d %d %d\n",lmc,lwc,lrozb);
(void)fprintf (out filel,"%f %f %f\n",jl,anisc,ccO);
(void)fprintf(outfilel,'%f %f %f\n",ccl,cc2,cc3);
(void) fprintf (out file2,' EuS/PbS model, 10 EuS layers\n!);
(void)fprintf (out file2,"%5.3f %6.3f %7.4f %7.4f %d\n",

ptem, stem, initS, stepS, lkt);

(void)fprintf(outfile2,"%d %d %d\n",lmc,lwc,lrozb);
(void)fprintf(outfile2,"%f %f %f\n",jl,anisc,cc0);
(void) fprintf (out file2,"%f %f %f\n",ccl,cc2,cc3);
(void) iclose (out file2);

out file5=fopen (maglay, "w");

(void) fprintf (out file5," EuS/PbS model, 10 EuS layers\n");
(void) fprintf (out file5,"%5.3f %6.3f %7.4f %7.4f %d\n",

ptem, stem, initB, stepS, lkt);

(void) fprintf (out file5, "%d %d %d\n",lmc,lwc,lrozb);
(void) fprintf (out file5,"%f %f %f\n!,j1,anisc,cc0);
(void)fprintf(outfile5,"%f %f %f\n",ccl,cc2,cc3);
(void) fclose (out file5);

tlomc =lmc*100000;

for(m=0; m < lkt; m++)

step */

jnkt=1 .0/ (ptem+m*stem);
temperature */

B = initB + m*stepB;
current step /

eaver=0. 0;
and other */
esum=0 . 0;

this step */
esg=0 .0;

n2aver=0;
magsum=O.0;
magsq=0.0;
for(iwar = 0; iwar <= 9;iwar++)

mwarav[iwarj =0.0;

for(ng=0; ng <= lwc;ng++)
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1* opening new temp. of field

/* J/kT for the current

/* magnetic field for the

/* resetting to zero averages

/* things to be calculated in

/* opening a "grand cycle" */
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etot=0.0; / zeroing the energy, */
totmag=0.0; /* the total mag. moment, and

for(i=0;i<=l;i++) /* the "magnetization
analyzers" */

magmom[i]=0 .0;

for(ii=0;ii<=9; ii++) magwar[i] [iii=0 .0;

lerr=0;

/* #%## Here starts the calculation of the *#%U
*/

magnetic energy of the spin system I###%#4##4#t
*1

for(h=0;h<=99;h++)

hup(h+l)%lQO;
hdw= (h+99) %l00;

h2up=(h+2) %l00;
h2dw=(h+lQ0) %l00;

for(k=O;k<=99;k++)

kup=(k+l)%lOO;
kdw= (k+99) %l00;

k2up=(k+2)%lOO;
k2dw=(k+l00) %l00;

for (1=0; l<=9; l++)

lup=(l+l)
ldw=(l-l)
for(i=0;i<=l;i++)

efc=0 .0;

efc +=
jl*(s[i] [hup] [ki [l]+s{i] [h] [kup] [li+s[i] [hdw] [k] [1]

+s [ii [h] [kdw] [1]);

if(ldw >= 0)

efc += cco*s[i] [h] [k] [ldw]

+ ccl*(s[i] [hup] [k] [ldw]+s[i] [hdw] [k] [ldw]

+ sEll [hi [kup] [ldw]+s[i] [hi [kdwi [ldwi)

+ cc2* (g [ii [hup] [kup] {ldwi+s[i] [hup] [kdw] [ldwi

+ s[ii [hdw] [kupi [ldwi+s[i] [hdw] [kdw] [ldwi)
+ cc3*(s[ii [h2upi [ki [ldwi+s[il [h2dwi [k] [ldw]

+ s[i]{hi [k2up] [ldwi+s[ii [hi [k2dw] [ldwi);

if(lup <= 9)

efc += cco*s[ii [hi [ki [lupi

+ccl*(s[ii [hupi [ki [lupi+s[ii [hdwi [k] [lup]
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+s[i] [h] [kupi [lupi+s[ii [hi [kdw] [lup])

+cc2*(s[i] [hup] [kup] [lup]+s[ii [hupi [kdw] [lup]
+s[i] [hdw] [kupi [lupi-l-s[i] [hdw] [kdwi [lup])

+cc3*(s[i] [h2up] [k] [lup]+s[i] [h2dw] [k] [lup]

+s[i] [hi [k2up] [lup]+s[i] [hi [k2dw] [lupi);

etot += _efc*s[i] [hi [ki [1]; /* energy of the h k 1
spin */

/* exchange part only
-- *1

/* anisotropy still to
be added */

4## Calculations of the magnetization, etc. #4### */

magwar[i] [1] += s[ii [hi [k] [1];

magmom[i] += s[i] [hi [k] [11;
/* end of the "1" loop */

sx = s [Oi [hi [k] [1]; /* anisotropy energy
and energy */

sy = s[l] [hi [ki [1]; /* due to ext. field
added to /

etot += _4.O*anisc*sx*sx*sy*sy - B*sy; /* the total
exchange ener.*/

/* end of the "1" loop */
/* end of the "k" loop */
/* end of the "h" loop /

printf("Steps/spin = %d, tot, en. = %lO.2f, R. Temp. = %6.4f,
Bext = %75f\V!

ng*lmc, etot,ptem+m*stem, initB+m*stepB);

(void)fprintf(outfilel,"%d %f %f %f\nP!,ng*lmc,etot,ptem+m*stem,
initB+m*stepB);

for (ii=O; ii<=9; ii++)

mwdlug[iii=O. 0;
for(i=0;i<=l;i++)

mwdlug[iii += magwar[ii [ii]*magwar[ii [iii;

mwdlug[ii]=sqrt(mwdlug[ii])/l0000.O;
phi =

acos(magwar[O][ii]/mwdlug[ii]/10000.0)*l80,0/3.l4l59265;
if(magwar[li [iii < 0.0) phi=360.0-phi;
rrimang[ii] = phi;

iang[iii = phi;

printfY!%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %,4f\fl,
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mwdlug{O] ,mwdlug[1] ,mwdlug[2] ,mwdlug[3] ,mwdlug[4]);
printf("%.4f %.4f %.4f%.4f %.4f\n",

mwdlug[5] ,mwdlug[6] ,mwdlug{7] ,mwdlug[8] ,mwdlug[9]);
printf("%5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf\n'1,

minang[0] ,mrnang[1] ,minang{2] ,mmang[3] ,minang[4]);
printf("%5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf\n",

mmang[5] ,minang[6] ,mmang[7] ,mmang[8] ,mmang[9]);
(void)fprintf(outfilel, "%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f\n",

mwdlLug[O] ,mwdlug[1] ,mwdlug{2],mwdlug[3] ,mwdlug[4]);
(void)fprintf(outfilel, "%4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f\n",

mwdlug[5] ,mwdlug[6] ,mwdlug[71 ,mwdlug[8] ,mwdlug[9]);
(void)fprintf(outfilel, "%3d %3d %3d %3d %3d\n",

iang[0],iang[1],iarig[2],iang[3],iang[4]);
(void)fprintf(outfiiel, '1%3d %3d %3d %3d %3d\nT',

iang[5] , iang[6J,iang[7],iang[8] ,iang[9]);

for(i=O;i<=1;i++) totmag += (magmomi]*magmom{i]);

totmag=sgrt (totmag);

if(ng > lrozb)

doupom = etot;
esum += doupom;
esq + etot*etot;
n2aver += 1;
doupom = totmag;
magsum += doupom;
magsq += doupom*doupom;
for(iwar=0;iwar <= 9;iwar++)

mwarav[iwar += mwdlug[iwar];

if(ng == lwc) goto NAKONIEC;

1*

/* ##4#%#### Actual Monte Carlo procedure starts here ###i##
*11* %*%%%
*/

dumm=O;

for(j=l;j <= tlomc;j++)

lin=100000.0*drand48 ()
h=lin%l00;
k=(lin%l0000) /100;
l=lin/l0000;

hup=(h+l) %l00;
hdw=(h+99) %l00;
h2up=(h+2) %100;
h2dw= (h+lOO) %lOO;

1* starting the "small cycle" */

/* (a loop with 100,000 times */

/* lmc elementary MC steps) */
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kup=(k+1)% 100;
kdw=(k+99) %100;
k2up= (k+2) %100;

k2dw= (k+100) %100;
lup=(1+1)
ldw=(1-1)

for (±=O; i<=1; j++)

efc=0.0;
efc +=

jl*(s[i] [hup] [k] [li+s[i] [hi [kup] [1]+s[i] [hdw] [k] [1]

+s [ii [hi [kdwi [ii);

if(ldw >= 0)

efc += cc0*s[i] [hi [ki [idwi

+cc1*(s[ji [hupi [k] [ldw]+s[ii [hdw] [ki [idwi

+s[ii [hi [kupi [ldwi+s[i] [hi [kdwi [idwi)

+cc2*(s[i] [hup] [kup] [ldw]+s[ii [hupi [kdw] [idwi

+s[ii [hdwi [kupi [ldwi+s[ii [hdw] [kdwi [idwi)

+cc3*(s[ii [h2up] [ki [ldwi+s[ii [h2dwi [ki [ldw]
+s [ii [hi [k2upi [ldwi +s [i] [hi [k2dw] [idwi

if(lup <= 9)

efc += cco*s[ii [hi [k] [lup]

+cc1*(s[j] [hupi [ki [lupi+s[i] [hdwi [k] [lupi

+s[j] [hi [kupi [lupi+s[ii [hi [kdwi [lup])

+cc2*(s[ii [hupi [kupi [lupi+s[ii [hup] [kdwi [lupi
+s[i] [hdwi [kupi [lup]+s[i] [hdwi [kdw] [lupi)

+cc3*(s[ii [h2upi [ki [lupi+s[i] [h2dwi [ki [lupi
+s[ii [hi [k2up] [lup]+s[ii [hi [k2dwi [lup]);

ef[ii = efc;

/* end of the "j" loop */

efx = ef[Oi;
efy = ef[1];
sx = s [Oi [hi [ki [li

sy = S [li [hi [ki [ii;

eold = _efx*sx efy*sy - 4.0*anisc*sx*sx*sy*sy - B*sy;

fi6.2831853*drand48 ()
sx = cos(fi);
sy = sin(fi);

enew = _efx*sx efy*sy - 4.0*anisc*sx*sx*sy*sy - B*sy;
w = (eold enew)*jnkt;

if(drand48() < exp(w))



s[O] [hi [k] [l]=sx;
s[l] [hi [k] [l]=sy;
dumin=durnm+l;

/* end of the "small cycle" */

printf("Small cycle finished, %d MC operations, Succ. rate:
%d\n",j-1,dumm)

NAKONIEC:
junk=l;

/* "grand cycle" closed */

f2aver=n2aver;
d2aver=f2aver;
eaver=esum/d2aver;
esq=esq/d2 aver;
doupom=jnkt;
cmag (esq_eaver*eaver) *doupom*doupom;
magsq=magsq/d2aver;
magave=magsum/d2 aver;
chi= (magsq_magave*magave) *doupom;

for(iwar = 0; iwar <= 9;iwar++)

mwarav[iwar] =mwarav[iwar] /f2aver;

printf("<E> = %f, Cm from E flucts. = %f\n",eaver,cmag);
/* (void)fprintf(outfilel,"<E> = %f, Cm = %f, chi = %f\n",

eaver, cmag, chi); */
out file2=fopen(krotki, "a");
(void)fprintf (out file2,"%f %f %f %f\n",

ptem+m*stem, eaver, cmag, chi);

(void) fclose (out file2);

out file4=fopen("history.dat", "a");
(void)fprintf(outfile4,"%f %f %f %f\n",

ptem+m*stem, eaver, cmag, chi);
(void) fclose (out file4);

out file5=fopen (maglay, "a");
(void) fprintf (out file5, "%f %f\n",
ptem+m*stem, initB+m*stepB);
(void)fprintf(outfile5, "%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f\n",

mwdlug[0] ,mwdlug[l] ,mwdlug[2] ,mwdlug[3] ,mwdlug[4]);
(void)fprintf(outfile5, "%.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f %.4f\fl",

mwdlug[51 ,mwdlug[6] ,mwdlug[7] ,mwdlug[8] ,mwdlug[9]);
(void)fprintf (out file5, "%5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf\n",

mmang[O] ,rnmang[l] ,mmang[2] ,mrnang[3] ,rnrnang[4]);
(void)fprintf(outfile5, "%5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf %5.lf\n",

rnrnang[5] ,nunang[6] ,nunang[71 ,mmang[8] ,mrnang[9]);
(void) fclose (out file5);

/ temp. step closed*/
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(void) fclose (out fuel);

out file3=fopen('kupa10.out", "w");
(void)fprintf (out fiILe3," EuS/PbS model 10 layers\n");
(void)fprintf(outfile3,"%5.3f %6.3f %7.4f %7.4f %d\n!,

ptem, stem, initB, stepB, lkt);
(void) fprintf (out f1]e3,%d %d. %d\n",lmc,lwc,lrozb)
(void) fprintf (out file3, "%f %f %f\n!,j1,anisc,cc0);
(void) fprintf (out file3,"%f %f %f\n",ccl,cc2,cc3);

for (1=0; i<=99999; i++)

h=i%l00;
k=(i%10000) /100;
1i/10000;

pfl=s[O] [hi [k] [ii;

pf2=s [1] [hi [k] [1];

(void)fprintf(outti1e3,'%f %f\n",pfl,pf2);

(void) fclose (out file3);




